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ABSTRACT
Understanding the phases of a building’s evolution constitutes a critical
step towards its preservation. The practice of building archaeology has emerged
as a tool for investigating and interpreting the layers of a historic structure.
Currently, a documentation guideline to assist in interpretive recording and
representation of these phases and layers of a building’s history does not exist.
Does the existing documentation guideline outlined by Historic American
Buildings Survey (HABS) adequately serve the demands of an interpretive
recording? Through a critical analysis of precedent architectural and
archaeological recording guidelines, this thesis creates a hybrid documentation
process that combines features of architectural recording with the systems of
archaeological recording. The hybrid guideline outlines a three-step strategy to
develop a systematic, meticulous and interpretive record of the layers and
architectural features revealed during a building archaeology investigation. A
trial of the proposed building archaeology guideline was undertaken in the
outbuilding at the Nathaniel Russell House to critically evaluate its efficiency.
The challenge of representing all the layers in a single graphic platform was
addressed by delineating alternative formats that depict the findings. The results
from this trial indicate that the proposed guideline provides a starting point for
developing a standardized approach to record a building archaeology
investigation.
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INTRODUCTION
Architecture is the mother of all arts. Buildings are containers of
invaluable information embedded by anthropogenic activities and have the power
and potential to inspire memory along with emotional responses. Historic
buildings in particular, justify the above statements. Historic preservationists,
scholars, educators, historians, architects and archaeologists have in many ways
attempted to tease out invaluable information of the past by analyzing these
three-dimensional containers. Historic preservationists and archaeologists have
utilized investigation as a method of exploring the past. While the practices of
archaeology and historic preservation have crossed paths and exchanged
information, they don’t often get the opportunity to share their techniques. This
is because the practice of archaeology and conservation appear by their very
nature to be oppositional. Excavation as a method by which archaeologists study
a site is a subtractive process that is invasive and irreversible. Preservation or
conservation on the other hand is heavily geared towards safeguarding the
physical fabric of a building from loss and depletion.1 The two approaches work
independently, but are more likely interdependent even if their methodologies
are contradictory. Building archaeology as a concept attempts to combine these
two distinct philosophies in order to go beyond a simple investigation. This thesis

Frank G. Matero, “Heritage, Conservation and Archaeology: An Introduction,” Archaeological
Institute of American June 18, 2008, accessed September 10, 2018,
https://www.archaeological.org/news/hca/89.
1

1

aspires to explore the concept of building archaeology which is an intrusive
technique of architectural investigation of historic structures.
Historic structures and artifacts of material culture are frequently the only
tangible evidences of the historic past. Generations of owners and occupants have
tangibly or intangibly contributed towards the evolution of these structures and
continue to do so. Each layer of a building’s fabric narrates a chapter from the
history of its evolution. Documenting and recording these layers and phases of
contributions is a manner of broadening our understanding and experience of
history and cultural heritage. Architectural and archaeological investigations of
these layers provide insights into the ways in which earlier generations lived and
functioned. The study of these phases of a building’s evolution also helps in
interpreting patterns of building culture. Building archaeology demands a careful
observation of each individual layer, including historic and modern, in an
attempt to capture multi-layered history and building evolution. This concept of
architectural investigation aims to improve our understanding of the flexibility
and adaptability of buildings and evokes curiosity of the architectural dialogues
between its developmental phases. But how does a Building Archeologist record
the findings? Do they use archaeological or architectural recording techniques? Is
recording the process of removing layers of the physical fabric significant or even
value-adding? This thesis explores a solution to these questions.
Scholarly literature on building archaeology, primarily from European
sources, broadly defines it as a process of employing stratigraphic archaeological

2

excavation techniques to investigate the layers of a building's history. These
sources trace the development of the concept of building archaeology back to an
independent discipline of architectural analysis undertaken by scholars like
Andrea Palladio and Viollet-le-Duc.2 These sources elaborate on the means by
which building archaeology as a concept advocates holistic site interpretation by
meticulous documentation and recording. They explain theories to analyze and
interpret the recording but do not inform readers on practical techniques of
investigation or on creating a record. Additionally, these sources focus on the
broad patterns of architectural evolution of a site. The sources illustrate use of
elementary techniques of color codes and hatch patterns as the primary way of
representing a rather complex investigation. The interpretation of spatial
patterning seen in the interior fabric which is a significant and contributing clue
to the analysis of a building’s evolution is also a missed opportunity.
Today, architectural investigation is headed towards digital and
technological advancements by improving and implementing non-destructive
techniques of conducting a building archaeology investigation.3 Outcomes or raw
data from digital documentation techniques do not necessarily provide

interpretive data. Data collected in this manner requires an intermediate process

Manfred Schuller, Building Archaeology (München: ICOMOS, 2002) in the ICOMOS digital
Publications, accessed October 5, 2018,
https://www.icomos.de/admin/ckeditor/plugins/alphamanager/uploads/pdf/MandSVII.pdf
3Anna Boato and Daniel Pittaluga, Building Archaeology: A Non-Destructive Archaeology, 15th
World Conference on Nondestructive Testing. Rome, Italy: University of Genoa, October 15-21,
2000, accessed September 15, 2018,
https://www.ndt.net/article/wcndt00/papers/idn365/idn365.htm.
2

3

of translation for interpretive analysis.

4

Despite the nature of building

archaeology investigation, a system for recording the findings and their
interpretations has not yet been explored in published literature. In addition,
there is a lack of graphic standards to assist building archaeologists in
representing interpretive data. This thesis focuses on developing a system which
will assist building archaeologists and historic building specialists in recording a
building archaeology investigation. It also aims at exploring alternatives for
representing interpretive data collected

during a building archaeology

investigation.
The primary goal of this thesis is to develop a strategy to achieve a
systematic, interpretive, accurate, and holistic record of a building archaeology
investigation. This thesis attempts to substantiate the hypothesis- can a hybrid of
architectural and archaeological recording techniques effectively capture multilayered history and building evolution? The method of accomplishing this is
broadly composed of five stages. The first and second stage of this thesis delves
into a detailed comparative matrix to critically analyze existing and wellestablished architectural and archaeological recording guidelines, respectively.
The third stage explores user’s insights on the architectural and archaeological
recording guidelines analyzed in the first two stages through critical discussions
with historic building specialists. Drawing inference from this analysis, the fourth

4Brent

R. Fortenberry, “Viewpoints: Digital Documentation in Vernacular Architecture Studies”
Research Paper for Buildings and Landscapes Journal of the Vernacular Architecture Forum,
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2019)

4

stage elaborates the process of developing a proposal for a guideline to record a
building archaeology investigation. Lastly, the fifth stage involves an evaluation
of the proposed guideline by undertaking a trial to test the proposed building
archaeology recording guideline.
For the first stage of this methodology, architectural recording guidelines
published by Historic England, Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) and
International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) are analyzed to
identify commonalities and patterns in recording three-dimensional structures.
Building archaeology considers buildings as archaeological sites that are a result
of activities like construction, destruction, repair, alteration and reinstatement
occurring at specific periods of time. Stratigraphy is a two-dimensional
archaeological unit for recording the layers of an archaeological site.5 The notions
of stratigraphic deposition, disturbance and relations, although central to
excavation theory and practice, can be applied to standing structures. 6 The first
stage of this methodology also involves analyzing the systems and techniques of
recording archaeological excavations. The archaeological excavation and
recording manual published by Parks Canada and the guide on stratigraphic
recording of archaeological sites developed by Edward Harris called the Harris
Matrix were chosen as key analytical tools. The analysis also includes reviews
from critical discussions undertaken with historic building specialists who
Edward Harris, Principles of Archaeological Stratigraphy: Second Edition (London: Academic
Press Limited, 1989)
6 Edward C. Harris, Marley R. Brown III, and Gregory J. Brown, eds. Practices of Archaeological
Stratigraphy (London: Academic Press Limited, 1993)
5

5

implement these recording guidelines in their professional practice. This critique
helps in accommodating user suggestions in the proposed building archaeology
guideline.
Building archaeology sites are always transitioning as new findings are
revealed during the process of investigation. Hence the second stage of this thesis
involves developing a dynamic guideline for recording a building archaeology
investigation. The proposed guideline is intended to facilitate recording,
interpreting, and managing data collected during the process of investigation.
The guideline does not inform on the methods of undertaking a building
archaeology investigation but is aimed at developing a standardized recording
technique to assist building archaeologists and historic building specialists. The
guideline also outlines a graphic representation convention in an attempt to
develop interpretive drawings. The graphic representation is envisioned as a
platform to serve as a common point of reference for historic building specialists
to analyze data collected and also for new data to be integrated. While this is a
desirable dataset, in the published literature on building archaeology it is
observed that overlaying interpretations from various investigation campaigns
and to render the findings in a legible graphic format is challenging. To address
this issue, this guideline develops alternatives to represent the data twodimensionally and three-dimensionally. While doing so, the guideline makes
minimal or no use of specific technological tools in order to ensure a userfriendly and adaptable output.

6

The final stage of this thesis evaluates the success and feasibility of the
proposed building archaeology guideline by undertaking a trial. The investigation
trial for this thesis was undertaken at the National Historic Landmark site of the
Nathaniel Russell House located in Charleston, South Carolina. The outbuilding
at the Nathaniel Russell house is an on-going project of a building archaeology
investigation and hence served as an ideal location for the trial. The evaluation of
the trial outlined the effective features of the proposed guideline and indicates
features that require further research, exploration and trials. Each stage is
composed of steps that are pertinent in developing a strategy for recording the
process, layers and artifacts encountered during a building archaeology
investigation.
Architectural historians seldom find a natural inclination to value the
building’s original fabric above the subsequent layers of non-historic
development and alteration.7The proposed building archaeology guideline treats
each layer equally important and value-adding as the original layer by
acknowledging its contribution. It also acknowledges the fact that interpretive
recording shifts our understanding of buildings from being objective and static
remnants

of

the

past

to

rather

dynamic

and

contextualized

artifacts.8Additionally, the information from a good architectural investigation
can be intellectually yielding which can be disseminated through a good record.
7Guide

for Recording Historic Structures ICOMOS (Butterworth Architecture, 1990)
R. Fortenberry, “Viewpoints: Digital Documentation in Vernacular Architecture Studies”
Research Paper for Buildings and Landscapes Journal of the Vernacular Architecture Forum,
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2019)
8Brent

7

The information from an interpretive drawing can be used to convey information
regarding the cultural shift in the use of building materials, the techniques of
construction and the style of an architectural period. These can be used by
scholars and owners of historic buildings. In one instance, historic house
museums owned by preservation organizations that potentially undertake
building archaeology investigations can use interpretive drawings to exhibit the
progressive developments of their properties to a diverse audience of museum
visitors. In another instance, historic structure reports also inculcate an
interpretation of the historical development of the property in order to
understand structural and aesthetic alterations to a building. For these reports,
interpretive recording of investigation coupled with interpretive drawing sets can
assist in undertaking condition assessment and arriving at informed decisions for
ensuring preservation and long term sustainability of all the layers of a building’s
evolution.
In summary, this thesis envisions to establish the significance of a building
archaeology approach for undertaking architectural investigation through the
development of a guideline specifically designed to record, interpret, and
represent the findings from a building archaeology investigation.

8

LITERATURE REVIEW
Building

archaeology

is

termed

as

a systematic

application

of

archaeological stratification techniques to survey historic buildings. It is an
essential tool that aims at holistic documentation of a structure’s construction
history, its planning and building processes, dating of the individual building
phases, reconstruction of building functions, and identifying building pathology
issues. 9 This investigation process of decrypting historic buildings, using the
edifices themselves, or their remains, as the primary source of data, is also
referred to as above-ground archaeology or architectural archaeology. 10Building
archaeology as a term and as a branch of architectural investigation is a distinct
subject in its own right and possesses its own methodology; and is a practice that
has a very long heritage.11 The patterns of the evolution of this discipline are
discussed in this chapter.
The origins of investigating and recording historic buildings can be traced
back to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries when European scholars, artists and
architects studied ruins, buildings and landscapes of classical antiquity. 12 This

9Manfred

Schuller, Building Archaeology (München: ICOMOS, 2002) in the ICOMOS digital
Publications, accessed October 5, 2018,
https://www.icomos.de/admin/ckeditor/plugins/alphamanager/uploads/pdf/MandSVII.pdf
10 Joseph C. Mester, “The Evolution and Practice of building archaeology” in From Philadelphia
Country House to City Recreation Center: Uncovering the Architectural History of the Building
Known Successively as Blockley Retreat, Kirkbride Mansion, and Lee Cultural Center through
building archaeology (Master’s Thesis) (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 2016).
11 Richard K. Morris, The Archaeology of Buildings (Stroud, Gloucestershire: Tempus, 2000).
12 Schuller, Building Archaeology, see 7-9. Schuller mentions scholars like Andrea Palladio who
used contemporary techniques of creating orthographic projections in plan, elevation and
sections to record measured drawings and to reconstruct building based on these drawings.

9

study developed their analytical, philosophical and stylistic understandings of
these buildings and sites and was used for compiling design guidelines for future
architecture. Analytical investigation of historic sites continued into the twentieth
century as archaeological excavations extended beyond Europe into pre-historic
sites around the world. This branching highlighted the importance of the study of
architectural history for architects and scholars; but unfortunately it was short
lived. With the advent of the Modern Movement in Europe post the First World
War, the study of historic structures was considered obsolete. This linear pattern
of the evolution of building archaeology in Europe has been expanded by
Manfred Schuller in a 2002 publication by International Council on Monuments
and Sites (ICOMOS). Schuller also claims that during and after the World Wars
the focus of various nations around the world shifted to other significant issues;
except in Germany. He believes that in 1926 Germans were the first to coin the
term of Bauforschung, meaning construction research as the first step towards
building archaeology. Further research on the term Bauforschung or building
archaeology identifies it as a technique for creating an exact record of a threedimensional form or structure in a two-dimensional drawing; and hence requires
measuring and analyzing the structure but at the same time it challenges the
recorder to graphically convey the analysis. The development and practical
application of this technique was considered most relevant when there was a
need to record ancient archaeological ruins discovered around Europe after the

10

1920s.13 Schuller also notes that the Germans formed Koldewey Gesellschaft, a
society of devoted building archaeologists which is present to this date.14
In contrast, the progenitor of the modern tradition of architectural history
using structural archaeology in the Western World is attributed to English
academic Robert Willis (1800-1875). Willis is believed to be the first to employ
stratigraphic recording of building alteration in conjunction with documentary
research.15 In addition, a systematic application of archaeological techniques to
building survey is credited to be pioneered by British architect Harold Barkspear
around the First World War. His initiative developed into a distinctive discipline
of building archaeology only in the early 1980s.16 It was only in 1993, at a special
conference of Buildings Special Interest Group of the Institutes of Field
Archaeologists, archaeology’s professional body, that there was a broad
agreement on the exact term of this practice. Prior to that, Building

Hartwig Schmidt, “Building Research from Past to Present: The Development of Methods in
Germany Since the 19th Century” in Preparatory Architectural Investigation in the Restoration
of Historical Buildings (Leuven, Belgium: Leuven University Press, 2002)
https://books.google.com/books/about/Preparatory_Architectural_Investigation.html?id=xN
PZwFkE3hkC&printsec=frontcover&source=kp_read_button#v=onepage&q&f=false (Accessed:
December 5,2018)
14Koldewey - Society for Architectural Research https://www.koldeweygesellschaft.de/de/start.html (Accessed: September 29, 2018)
15 Alexandrina Buchanan, “Robert Willis (1800-1875) and the Foundation of Architectural
History” in The History of the University of Cambridge: Texts and Studies, ed. P.N.R Zutshi
(Woodbridge, UK: Boydell Press, 2013), see 215,361.
16Michael Heaton, “Building Palaeopathology: Practical Applications of Archaeological Building
Analysis” in Structural Survey, Volume 27, Issue: 2, see 119-137(United Kingdom: Emerald
Group Publishing Limited, 2009), see 119-137. Accessed December 13,2018,
https://doi.org/10.1108/02630800910956452
13
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Archaeologists had several different titles like building recorders, architectural
archaeologists or archaeological surveyors, amongst others.17
While the focus of nations worldwide shifted after the World Wars, on the
other side of the Atlantic, in the United States of America (USA) historic
preservation took center stage with the establishment of Historic American
Buildings Survey (HABS) in 1933 and with the passage of Historic Preservation
Act in 1966.18 The origins of American efforts towards building archaeology can
be traced back to Henry Chapman Mercer who, in the 1850s, focused on
developing an anthropological understanding of construction, occupation and
use of buildings in Pennsylvania’s Delaware Valley while he simultaneously
established a form-based nail chronology. His research on nail chronology to help
in dating buildings was later expanded by Lee H. Nelson in the early 1960s.
Leading twentieth century American architect Fiske Kimball, emphasized on the
use of archival records and field notations to convey architectural changes of
structures and codified early architectural materials and details.

19

These

significant efforts laid the foundation for architectural chronology as a step
towards building archaeology in the USA.
In the first half of the twentieth century in the USA, the preservation
movement saw a significant development with the reconstruction of Colonial
Williamsburg,

Williamsburg,

Virginia

through

extensive

fieldwork

and

Richard K. Morris, The Archaeology of Buildings (Stroud, Gloucestershire: Tempus, 2000).
Robert E. Stipe, A Richer Heritage: Historic Preservation in the Twenty-First Century (Chapel
Hill, North Carolina: University of North Carolina Press, 2007).
19Mester, “The Evolution and Practice of building archaeology” in Thesis, see 9-12.
17

18
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archaeology sought to understand changes in architecture based on use rather
than on stylistic fashion.20In the second half of the twentieth century, continuing
the developments of historic preservation through recording and architectural
history, various influential literatures

21

served as guidelines to historical

archaeology which culminated in the establishment of Vernacular Architecture
Forum (VAF) in 1979. VAF and its members focus on an anthropological,
archaeological, geographic and folklore interpretation of architectural history.22 A
precedent to this is the Association for Preservation Technology (APT) that was
started in 1968 undertaking a material-centric focus towards historic
preservation. 23 These organizations made a significant contribution in the
direction of building archaeology and continue to do so. Publications from VAF
and APT serve as an excellent resource for new techniques and findings in the
field of preservation.24

20Edward

Chappell, “Fieldwork” in The Chesapeake House: Architectural Investigation by
Colonial Williamsburg, ed. Cary Carson and Carl R. Lounsbury (Chapel Hill; University of North
Carolina Press, 2013); Thomas Carter and Elizabeth Collins Cromley, “Architectural
Investigation” in Invitation to Vernacular Architecture (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,
2005).
21 James Deetz, Invitation to Archaeology (New York: Garden City, 1967); James Deetz, In Small
Things Forgotten: An Archaeology of Early American Life (New York: Anchor Books, 1996)
Deetz aims at combines different disciplines of research and architectural history using
archaeological findings.
22http://www.vernaculararchitectureforum.org/ (Accessed: October 7, 2018)
23 Diana S. Waite and Laura Shore, “Introduction” in Three Decades of Interdisciplinary
Preservation Technology: APT Celebrates its Thirtieth Anniversary. (APT Bulletin: 1998)
http://www.apti.org/clientuploads/pdf/apt-history.pdf (Accessed: October 7, 2018)
24 “Apt Bulletin: The Journal of Preservation Technology” The Association for Preservation
Technology International,
http://www.apti.org/index.php?src=gendocs&ref=apt_bulletin&submenu=publications
(Accessed: March 16, 2019); “Buildings & Landscapes: Journal of the Vernacular Architecture
Forum” Vernacular Architecture Forum,
http://www.vernaculararchitectureforum.org/buildingsandlandscapes (Accessed: March 16,
2019)
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This outlines the philosophy, patterns and developments in the field of
building archaeology as a concept in Europe and in the USA. This research also
demonstrates the gap in recording techniques and in the standards for
representing the data graphically. Additionally, the examples in all these
scholarly sources focus on architecture by looking at the broader patterns of a
building’s evolution; but overlook recording the process of investigation and also
the finer and subtle details which help in arriving at conclusions about a
building’s architectural evolution.
Currently in Europe, building archaeology is a recognized branch of
archaeology and the Institute of Field Archaeologists has its own “building
archaeology Special Interest Group” (BAG) which was reformed in 2003, and also
publishes a quarterly journal The Archaeologists. University Archaeology
Departments in Bristol and York in the United Kingdom and in Regensburg and
Munich in Germany offer Master of Arts degree in building archaeology. 25 A
similar approach towards building archaeology has not yet been adopted in
American university programs. This emphasizes the need for developing a new
guideline for such practices in order to enhance our understanding of spatial
patterning of historic buildings. The methodology employed to assist in creating a
guideline for recording building archaeology investigations is discussed in the
following chapter.

Roger H. Leech, “Building Archaeology: Context and points of convergence” in Rethinking
Architectural Historiography by Dana Arnold (London, UK: Routledge, 2006), see 24-35.
25
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METHODOLOGY
The current scholarly literature on building archaeology does not lay out
guidelines for recording the layers and evidences of a building’s evolution. Wellestablished institutions like ICOMOS which published a manual specifically on
this subject in 2002 explain a generic approach of documentation but do not act
as a guide for recording the findings of a building archaeology investigation.
However, it does establish and elaborate on the uniqueness of the concept of
building archaeology. 26 The solution to bridge this gap in recording historic
structures is addressed through this thesis in five stages:
1. Comparative

analysis

of

existing

guidelines

for

architectural

documentation and recording
2. Review of existing guidelines for archaeological recording
3. Critical discussion on implementing architectural and archaeological
recording guidelines
4. Proposing a guideline for recording and graphically representing the
findings of a building archaeology investigation
5. Trial and evaluation of the proposed guideline
The above five stages provide an informed answer to the thesis question-can a
hybrid of architectural and archaeological recording techniques effectively
26Manfred

Schuller, Building Archaeology (München: ICOMOS, 2002) in the ICOMOS digital
Publications, accessed October 5, 2018,
https://www.icomos.de/admin/ckeditor/plugins/alphamanager/uploads/pdf/MandSVII.pdf
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capture multi-layered history of a building’s evolution discovered during a
building archaeology investigation? The process and resources to accomplish this
multi-stage research will proceed as follows:

Stage 1: Comparative analysis of existing guidelines for architectural
documentation and recording
Buildings are complex aesthetic and archaeological entities by nature.
Hence for the purpose of developing a Building Archeology guideline, this thesis
will focus on a comparative analysis of secondary sources like manuals, standards
and guides designed specifically for architectural documentation and recording.
The analysis is aimed at summarizing the strength, weakness, process of data
collection and processing, and the format of expected deliverables of each of the
resources. The critical evaluation of architectural recording guidelines also
focused on extracting the commonalities and differences of each guideline that
have the potential to contribute in developing the proposed building archaeology
guideline. Architectural recording guidelines rely on measured drawings,
photographs and descriptive reports to convey the findings; hence an evaluation
of these representation techniques will be an important and contributing feature
towards the guideline proposed in this thesis.
Drawing inference from the literature review, building documentation and
recording guidelines published by organizations in the USA and Europe were
evaluated. These include manuals like Historic American Buildings Survey
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(HABS) Guidelines for Field Documentation published by the National Park
Service, 27 Understanding Historic Buildings: A Guide to Good Recording
Practice published by Historic England, 28 and Guide to Recording Historic
Structures published by ICOMOS.29 HABS recording manual will be interpreted
in conjunction with Recording Historic Structures by John A. Burns 30 and
Historic England guideline in conjunction with Drawing for Understanding:
Creating Interpretive Drawings of Historic Buildings.31 Digital versions of each
of these guidelines are available on public domains.
Based on a preliminary review of the three sets of guidelines mentioned
above, eleven parameters for their analysis were determined. Also a unit of
evaluation for each parameter was established. The parameters and their
evaluation units are elaborated as follows:
1. Intent: Noting the central aim or possible intents of a guideline.
Evaluation Unit- None

“HABS Guidelines” (Washington, DC: National Park Service, 2008) in the National Park
Service Standards & Guidelines digital publication, accessed December 20, 2018,
https://www.nps.gov/hdp/standards/habsguidelines.htm.
28 Rebecca Lane, Understanding Historic Buildings: A Guide to Good Recording Practice
(Historic England, May 2016) in Historic England digital Publications, accessed October 8, 2018,
https://content.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/understanding-historicbuildings/heag099-understanding-historic-buildings.pdf/.
29 Schuller, Building Archaeology (München: ICOMOS, 2002) in the ICOMOS digital
Publications, accessed October 5, 2018,
https://www.icomos.de/admin/ckeditor/plugins/alphamanager/uploads/pdf/MandSVII.pdf
30 John A. Burns, ed. Recording Historic Structures (Washington, DC: The American Institute of
Architects Press, 1989).
31 Allan T Adams, Drawing for Understanding: Creating Interpretive Drawings of Historic
Buildings (Historic England, July 2016) in Historic England digital Publications, accessed
October 8, 2018, https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/drawing-forunderstanding/heag119-drawing-for-understanding/.
27
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2. Audience: Determining the primary target audience or users, namely
professionals or general public.
Evaluation Unit- None
3. Coherence: Ability of the guideline to encourage a user to synthesize the
evidences of a building’s evolution into a coherent account of the
building’s developmental history.
Evaluation Unit- None
4. Approach: Determining the nature of suggested approach of investigationDestructive or Non-destructive.
Evaluation Unit- None
5. Scale: Focus of the guideline to record on broad or narrow scale.
Evaluation Unit- Micro or Macro; micro representing finer details like
molding profiles and other craftsmanship details whereas macro
representing broader character defining features of the building and
landscape.
6. Accuracy: Level of expected accuracy of the record.
Evaluation Unit- Low, Medium or High; the stress on the level of accuracy
was evaluated.
7. Data Collection: Noting the techniques of data collection.
Evaluation Unit- None; the mediums of data collection were noted.
8. Data Processing: Noting the primary location of data processing- On-site
or Remote.
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Evaluation Unit- None
9. Graphic Standards: Noting the degree of prescription of graphic
representation standards.
Evaluation Unit- Low, Medium or High; the level of the prescriptive
nature of the guideline was evaluated.
10. Reliance on technology: Degree of reliance on technology and software for
data collection and data representation.
Evaluation Unit- Low, Medium or High; the emphasis or portrayal on the
level of reliance to collect and represent data using latest technology was
evaluated.
11. Final deliverables: Emphasis of the guideline on the nature of the final
deliverable.
All three architectural recording guidelines analyzed in this thesis use
graphic mediums to represent the collected data and its interpretation.
These graphic mediums take the form of architectural drawings,
photographs and a written descriptive and/or an analytical report. This
parameter of the evaluation determines which of the three mediums was
prioritized to convey the interpretation.
Evaluation Unit: Low, Medium or High; the prioritization of the expected
medium of the final deliverables was evaluated.
After determining the guideline’s preferred graphic representation medium, an
analysis of the illustrations and examples of these mediums that are included in
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the guideline was undertaken. This step was crucial in determining the quality of
each graphic medium and they are elaborated as follows:
1. Architectural drawings: The quality of architectural drawing was evaluated
based on its legibility, quantity of information conveyed, and the graphic
rendering techniques used to illustrate the findings using two-dimensional
and/or three-dimensional drawings.
2. Photographs: The quality of the photographs was evaluated based on its
content and ability to convey the findings of an investigation or to support
the analysis.
3. Written reports: Since an example of the report was not included in any of
the guidelines, the quality of this medium was evaluated based on the
structure of the report and/or on its recommended content as mentioned
in the guideline.
A unit of evaluation to summarize the above analysis was established and is
described as follows:
Character of the final deliverable: Introductory, Descriptive or Comprehensive


Introductory- the medium is cursory and only achieves to introduce the
building and its context to its readers.



Descriptive- the medium conveys the architectural details of the building
along with its significant characteristic features and attempts to introduce
the phases of evolution (if any) to its readers.
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Comprehensive- the medium provides a thorough record of the building,
site, construction, materials, finer details and phases of evolution. It also
allows the recorder to convey an analytical and interpretive understanding
of the building to its readers.

Stage 2: Review of existing guidelines for archaeological recording
In addition to the above analysis, a review of existing archaeological
excavation and recording manuals was undertaken. These recording manuals
provide insights into techniques of systematic data collection and postinvestigation interpretation of the different layers seen on archaeological sites.
These

include

manuals

on

conducting archaeological

excavations

and

stratigraphic recording of findings like those published by the Charted Institute
of Field Archaeologists 32 and Archaeological Recording Manual: Excavations
and Surveys published by Parks Canada.33
An important method in archaeological excavation and methodical
recording was developed by Edward Harris called the Harris Matrix. This
method has been outlined by Harris in Principles of Archaeological

32Standard

and Guidance for the Archaeological Investigation and Recording of Standing
Buildings or Structures (Reading: University of Reading, 2014), in Chartered Institute for
Archaeologists Digital Publications, accessed October 10, 2018,
https://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/CIfAS&GBuildings_1.pdf.
33Parks Canada Archaeological Recording Manual: Excavations and Surveys (Parks Canada,
2005) in Parks Canada Digital Publication accessed October 10, 2018,
https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/docs/pc/guide/fp-es.
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Stratigraphy

34

and will serve as the main resource for sequential data

representation in this thesis. The concept of the Harris Matrix had a huge impact
in the field of archaeological data recording and the concept has also been
experimented with architectural recordation. The Matrix has also been used for
depicting stratigraphic interpretation of paint analysis 35 and understanding
phases of architectural evolution.36 This wide-ranging application of the Harris
Matrix implied its adaptability for different uses and was therefore a contributing
resource in this thesis. Some of the eleven parameters used for analyzing
architectural recording guidelines were also used to summarize archaeological
recording manuals. The graphic representations and final deliverables suggested
in archaeological recording guidelines were not evaluated as they are stylistic in
nature and depend on the project.

Stage 3: Critical discussion on implementing architectural and
archaeological recording guidelines
For the purpose of analyzing the highlights and shortcomings of the above
mentioned architectural and archaeological documentation and recording
guidelines, interviews with historic building specialists were conducted. These
discussions were intended to reveal a user’s perspective on the performance of
Edward Harris, Principles of Archaeological Stratigraphy: Second Edition (London: Academic
Press Limited, 1989).
35 Thomas Winter and Peter Schulz, “A Systematic approach to historic structures report” APT
Bulletin, Vol. 22, No. 1/2, Cultural Resource Recording (1990): 142-148, accessed January 23,
2019, https://www.jstor.org/stable/1504282.
36 Edward C. Harris, Marley R. Brown III and Gregory J. Brown, Practices of Archaeological
Stratigraphy (London: Academic Press, 1993).
34
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the documentation protocols. One of the primary goals of this thesis is to create a
hybrid guideline based on architectural and archaeological recording manuals;
hence the specialists for the interviews were selected on the basis of their
experience in the respective fields of investigation and their likeliness to have
encountered similar projects. The experts selected for the interview are as
follows:
1. Architectural

Historian:

Edward

Chappell,

former

Director

of

Architectural Research, Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, VA.
2. Historic Building Specialist: Mr. David Hoffman, Owner of Edgewood
Builders, Charleston, SC.
3. Archaeologist: Dr. Brent Fortenberry, Assistant Professor, Department of
Architecture, Texas A&M University, TX.
The questions asked to these experts during the interview were open-ended and
self-guided. The questions were aimed at gaining inputs based on:
1. The expert’s personal experience of interpreting and implementing the
respective guidelines.
2. The challenges they faced during recording and in representing
interpretive analysis.
3. An overview of their approach towards analyzing and/or recording
building with multi-layered evolution; or specifically a building
archaeology project.
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These interviews are a primary source of data and the inference from the
interviews was translated into key contributing features in the proposed building
archaeology guideline.

Stage 4: Proposing a method for recording and graphically
representing the findings from a building archaeology investigation
Stage 1 provides information on the current available resources for
architectural recording, Stage 2 on resources for archaeological excavations and
recording; Stage 3 provides user’s insights into the application of these resources.
Stage 4 proposes to develop a new and hybridized guideline based on the
inference gathered from the above three stages. The building archaeology
guideline developed in this stage is designed to assist users in undertaking a
systematic and interpretive documentation of historic structures during a
building archaeology investigation. This stage breaks down the process of
investigation into multiple steps of meticulous recording based on the
investigator’s observations. The quality of records hence developed is aimed at
being beneficial to the owners, preservationists and to have a wider intellectual
potential which is both academic and practical.

Stage 5: Trial and evaluation of the proposed guideline
A trial of the proposed building archaeology guideline was conducted to
conclude this thesis. For this purpose, the National Historic Landmark site of the
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Nathaniel Russell House located in Charleston, SC and constructed in 1808 was
selected due to the investigation process that is currently being conducted in the
outbuilding. The outbuilding at the Nathaniel Russell House is a two story
structure and the first floor was historically used as a kitchen and laundry and the
second floor was historically used as living quarters for the enslaved. The
building is currently undergoing investigation by the removal of twentieth
century interior remodeling.37 Spot investigation and recording was conducted on
the ceiling of the first floor kitchen using the proposed guideline and a set of
interpretive architectural drawings were developed to represent the analysis. The
intention of this trial was to evaluate the success, feasibility and graphic quality of
the proposed guideline but it was restricted to recording by hand measurements,
hand-drawn field notes and transferring these field notes into Autodesk’s
AutoCAD (Computer Assisted Drawing). This trial was not intended to evaluate
the technologies that can be used to document but rather focused on generating
interpretive measured drawings in the simplest method, leaving the alternative of
using technological resources to the user.
The analyses of the architectural and archaeological recording guidelines
and the details of the interviews conducted with historic building specialists are
elaborated in the next chapter.

37Historic

Charleston Foundation, “Looking into the Lives of the Enslaved at the Nathaniel
Russell House.”(Blog), June 4, 2018, accessed August 14, 2018,
https://www.historiccharleston.org/blog/looking-lives-enslaved-nathaniel-russell-house/.
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ANALYSIS
Historic structures have the capacity to illuminate on many broad
historical questions ranging from socio-economic and political contexts to
theories on conceptualization and dispersion of design ideas. In the pursuit of
answering these wide-ranging questions, historians rely on accurately recorded
data about how buildings were built, used, and altered over time. Interpretations
from the recordings are significant for preservation of the structures and are also
value-adding resources to wider academic objectives.38 Organizations around the
world have designed and laid out guides and manuals to assist in recording these
historic resources. They are all aimed at preserving historic structures by
recording them in their existing condition; but they differ from each other in their
methods to accomplish this task. This chapter provides a critical analysis on the
structure, intent and the resulting outcomes of precedent guidelines published by
preservation organizations that aim to document, record and interpret historic
structures.
This chapter progresses from a critical analysis of architectural recording
guidelines followed by a review of archaeological excavation and recording
guidelines; and concludes with reflections based on interviews with specialists
from the field of historic preservation who implement these guidelines in their
professional practice.
Michael Heaton, “Building Recording: what’s the point?” in Journal of the Institute of Historic
Building Conservation, Context 122 (November 2011):35-36.
38
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Analysis of Architectural Recording Guidelines
As mentioned previously in the Literature Review, early architectural
recording initiatives served the purpose of inspiring the recorder with design
ideas. In the recent past however, architectural recording is used as a medium of
creating a substantial record of the existing building which can be accessible even
if the building was to be lost due to natural, structural, inherent, or
anthropogenic reasons. In this thesis, guidelines published by Historic England,
HABS and ICOMOS are analyzed. The analysis is broken down into three
components. In the first component the guideline is summarized to provide an
overview of the document. The second component involves identifying the
strengths and weaknesses of each guideline. The third component involves an
extensive evaluation of the guideline’s approach towards effective data collection,
processing and representation. While some of the parameters were evaluated
directly, others were evaluated on various degrees based on their ability to
accomplish a desired result. In addition to this, the analysis gives special focus to
evaluate the quality of the final deliverable outputs. The critique was based on the
illustrations and information provided within each of these respective guidelines.
No other supplementary resources were used to inform the analysis. For
example, architectural drawings or reports produced by individuals or
organizations adhering to Historic England, HABS or ICOMOS guidelines were
not considered as a resource for evaluating the parent guideline.
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Each guideline was evaluated based on the list of parameters and their
individual unit of evaluation as mentioned in the previous chapter. The critical
analyses of the three architectural recording guidelines are as follows:
1. Historic England:
Rebecca Lane, Understanding Historic Buildings: A Guide to Good Recording
Practice (Historic England, May 2016)
Allan T Adams, Drawing for Understanding: Creating Interpretive Drawings of
Historic Buildings (Historic England, July 2016)

Figure 4. 1: Cover page of Historic England’s documentation and recording guideline.
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Abstract:
The above two resources published by Historic England are the primary
resources that are open to a general audience for documenting and recording
historic structures. 39 As the primary preservation body in England, Historic
England’s guideline is designed systematically and it progressively develops the
recorder’s understanding of why and how to record historic structures.
Throughout the guideline, observations and analysis are prioritized as the
primary techniques that every recorder must employ while undertaking a project.
As a preliminary step in recording, the guideline recommends the recorder to
develop familiarity with the site. Through hand-drawn sketches, notes and by
generating an overview of the site, it encourages the recorder to interpret the
building and its possible phases of evolution. These initial observations are
intended to prompt and direct the recorder with further investigation questions.
The guideline relies heavily on the use of a decision matrix to assist the recorder
in each step of the recording process. It first introduces the recorder to a range of
possible methods of collecting data. These possibilities vary from sketches,
drawings, photographs, latest technological tools to meticulous note-taking. It
then informs the recorder of the four different levels of recording namely- basic
visual record, descriptive record, analytical record and comprehensive analytical
record. In order to achieve the desired output for each of these recording levels,
39Rebecca

Lane, Understanding Historic Buildings: A Guide to Good Recording Practice
(Historic England, May 2016) in Historic England digital Publications, accessed October 8, 2018,
https://content.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/understanding-historicbuildings/heag099-understanding-historic-buildings.pdf/.
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the guideline prompts the recorder to use multiple decision matrices. The
guidelines are easy to understand and appear to be flexible in terms of
expectations from its users. They also encourage interpretive and reconstruction
drawings, and guide the recorder through the implementation process.
Additionally, this is one of the few architectural recording guidelines that
encourage the use of latest technology for documentation and also provide an
independent guideline for their use.
Some of the strengths and weaknesses of the guideline are listed in Table
4.1 followed by a critical analysis according to the evaluation parameters
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter in Table 4.2.
Strengths
Weakness
Systematic
approach
towards  Output could result in more interpretive
documentation, investigation & recording
data without authenticity
 User friendly guidelines with assistance  Data collection and representation
provided through the process of recording
standards are “encouraged”, but seem to
in the form of decision matrices.
be prescriptive in nature. In which case
the intent of providing alternatives seems
 Encourages hand drawn sketches to
to be rather contrasting.
develop familiarity with the building
 Encourages use of digital tools for  Language of the guideline can tend to be
confusing for a general audience with no
recording and graphic representation for
background in historic structures.
time efficiency
 Recommends
capturing
construction/framing details
 Allows making a combination of different
types of recording levels, formats and
intents that range from basic data
collection to a comprehensive data
collection.
Table 4. 1: Summary of the strengths and weaknesses of Historic England’s Architectural
Recording Guideline.


Criteria

Evaluation
To encourage recording the building through
different formats ranging from basic sketch
to interpretive reconstruction.

Intent
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Audience

General & Professionals

Approach (Destructive v/s Non-Destructive)

Yes. Attempts to capture more data through
preliminary overviews, sketches, descriptive
report, codes and legends
Non-destructive

Scale (Micro or Macro)

Micro & Macro; but no sites or landscapes

Accuracy (Low-Medium-High)

Low – Medium

Coherence

Notes, sketch, photographs; the format is
Data collection (drawing, notes, photographs)

dependent on time available on site

Data Processing (On-site v/s Remote)

Remote

Graphic Standards Prescription

High; quality, line weights, standardized

(Low-Medium-High)

graphic representation conventions
Use of specific tools on
site(Low-Medium-

Reliance

on

Medium – High

High)

Technology
Graphic representation
Medium – High

(Low-Medium-High)
Drawing
Final

Medium – High; Permutations of recordingbased on project requirement
Medium – High; quality based on ensuring

deliverables

(Degree of Emphasis

Photographs

time efficiency

-Low-Medium-High)

High; to convey your understanding of the
Written report

building

Table 4. 2: Parameter Evaluation of Historic England’s Architectural Recording Guideline.
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Figure 4. 2: Architectural drawing conventions recommended by Historic England.
This is an example of a standardized and prescriptive drawing convention. (Source: Drawing for
Understanding: Creating Interpretive Drawings of Historic Buildings, Historic England, July
2016) (Appendix C.1)

Character of the final deliverable: Introductory, Descriptive or Comprehensive
1. Architectural Drawings: Comprehensive
In this guideline the quality of architectural drawings attempted to convey
fine and broad details about a building’s evolution. The guideline makes use of
conventions to depict characteristic details of architectural features making a
drawing convey more information in a succinct way. The drawings were legible
and compelling.
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Figure 4. 3: Example of an architectural drawing included in Historic England’s architectural
recording guideline.
The drawing makes use of the drawing convention in Fig 4.2 to develop interpretive drawings
indicating architectural modifications. (Source: Drawing for Understanding: Creating
Interpretive Drawings of Historic Buildings, Historic England, July 2016)
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2. Photographs: Descriptive
The content of the photographs was directed at an analytical observation and was
very focused on one element of the entire structure.

Figure 4. 4: Example of a photograph supporting the recorders interpretation included in Historic
England’s architectural recording guideline.
Image captures the location and physical extent of architectural features revealed during an
investigation. (Source: Drawing for Understanding: Creating Interpretive Drawings of Historic
Buildings, Historic England, July 2016)

3. Written Descriptive Report: Introductory to Comprehensive
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The guideline provides a set of alternatives to form the content of the
reports; hence it can range from a basic summary of the site to a comprehensive
developmental history of the structure.

Figure 4. 5: Example of an architectural reconstruction drawing based on interpretation included
in Historic England’s architectural recording guideline.
The reconstruction model developed using data collected during an investigation communicates
the layers of a building’s fabric. (Source: Drawing for Understanding: Creating Interpretive
Drawings of Historic Buildings, Historic England, July 2016)
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2. HABS:
John A. Burns, ed. Recording Historic Structures (Washington, DC: The
American Institute of Architects Press, 1989).
“HABS Guidelines” (Washington, DC: National Park Service, 2008, Accessed
December 20, 2018) https://www.nps.gov/hdp/standards/habsguidelines.htm.
1. HABS Guide to Field Documentation
2. Recording Historic Structures and Sites with HABS Measured Drawings
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Figure 4. 6: Cover page of the HABS documentation and recording guideline.

Abstract:
The above two sets of resources published by HABS/HAER are the
primary resources that are open to a general audience for surveying,
documenting and recording historic structures.40 During its initial stage HABS
guideline primarily served to assist architects in recording historic structures.
Hence the recording system was based on an architectural recording and graphic
standards; whereas the measured drawings produced were heavily annotated and
accompanied by sketches and construction details. The intent was to survey and

John A. Burns, Recording Historic Structures (Washington, DC: The American Institute of
Architects Press, 1989)
40
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record the buildings and their significant architectural details. Over the years as
the users diversified and broadened, the published drawings were cleaner and
had fewer annotations. This was done to ensure reproducibility and
standardization of all the deliverables.
The guideline first asks the recorder to create survey and inventory records
of the building or group of buildings. It then focuses on creating an initial visual
dataset through photographs and descriptive field notes. After this it informs the
recorder of the four different levels of recording, explaining the minimum
requirements of each level. These recording levels range from basic hand drawn
sketches and notes on architectural details (level 4), to existing or as built
measured drawings of the building along with condition assessment reports (level
1). Throughout the guideline, visual prompts inform the recorder of the expected
output of each format of the final deliverables. In addition to this, a set of case
studies reinforce the objective of the guideline. The guideline is well structured as
it informs the recorder on the methodology of achieving each type of recording.
The guidelines are easy to understand, open for interpretation and are mostly
self-guided. HABS guidelines mention interpretive drawings as an additional
output but do not encourage it as they do not specify any way of doing it. The use
of technology is very limited.
Some of the strengths and weaknesses of the guideline are listed in Table
4.3 followed by a critical analysis in Table 4.4 according to the evaluation
parameters mentioned at the beginning of this chapter.
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Strengths
Encourages documentation, investigation 
& recording
Encourages capturing subtle architectural
details like framing details and molding 
profiles.
Encourages variety in drawing format

Standard format of the final deliverables
Explains the process and methodology of
data collection

Weakness

Plain language of the guideline encourages
self-guided and user-specific investigation
and recording.

The data collection seems superficial and
more inclined towards undertaking survey
records of historic resources.

The guideline encourages interpretive

drawings on a broader scale that captures

an overview of the architectural evolution
and does not note the finer details that
lead to interpretation.
 Stresses on capturing architecturally
significant features only.
 Shifted from annotated drawings (in
1930s-1950s) to clean drawings.
Table 4. 3: Summary of the strengths and weaknesses of HABS Architectural Recording
Guideline.

Criteria

Evaluation
To preserve buildings through recording,
surveys.
To encourage everyone to record and record

Intent

before making alterations
Shifted from architects to students and now

Audience

open to general public and professionals
Coherence

No. Recommends to
features
Non-destructive

Approach (Destructive v/s Non-Destructive)

record significant

Less micro and more macro; buildings,

Scale (Micro or Macro)

objects, landscapes, mechanisms
Accuracy (Low-Medium-High)

Medium – High
Photos and basic notes, sketches, measured

Data collection (drawing, notes, photographs)

drawings.

Data Processing (On-site v/s Remote)

Remote

Graphic Standards Prescription (Low-Medium-

Medium; quality shown through examples
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High)

and line weights/styles; prescriptive in
presentation
Use of specific tools on
site

Reliance

on

Low-Medium-

Low

High)

Technology
Graphic representation
(Low-Medium-High)
Final

deliverables

(Degree of Emphasis
-Low-Medium-High)

Low

Drawing

Medium-High

Photographs

Low
High

Written report

Table 4. 4: Parameter Evaluation of HABS Architectural Recording Guideline.

Figure 4. 7: Architectural drawing conventions recommended by HABS.
This is an example of a self-guided drawing convention. (Source: “HABS Guidelines.”
Washington, DC: National Park Service, 2008, Accessed December 20, 2018,
https://www.nps.gov/hdp/standards/habsguidelines.htm) (Appendix C.2)
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Character of the final deliverable: Introductory, Descriptive or Comprehensive
1. Architectural Drawings: Descriptive to Comprehensive
In this guideline the quality of architectural drawings displayed a narrow
range in its attempt to portray the building’s layers. Some architectural drawings
were heavily annotated whereas some were direct and basic. Although there was
little attempt to include interpretations of a building’s evolution in the drawing.
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Figure 4. 8: Example of architectural drawing included in the HABS architectural recording
guideline.
The drawing is an example of HABS standards to capture construction details and significant
architectural features. (Source: Recording Historic Structures. Washington, DC: The American
Institute of Architects Press, 1989)
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2. Photographs: Introductory
The photographs aimed to introduce the reader to the character defining
features of a building and did not provide any insights into the analysis.

Figure 4. 9: Example of a photograph included in the HABS architectural recording guideline.
The photograph provides a visual record of the building as a whole and does not convey its
architectural evolution. (Source: Recording Historic Structures. Washington, DC: The American
Institute of Architects Press, 1989)

3. Written Descriptive Report: Comprehensive
The guideline relies on the investigation report to convey a comprehensive
analysis and interpretation of the building.
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3. ICOMOS:
Guide for Recording Historic Structures ICOMOS (Great Britain: University
Press Cambridge, 1990)

Figure 4. 10: Cover page of ICOMOS’s documentation and recording guideline.

Abstract:
The above resource published by ICOMOS is its primary resource to
document and record historic structures. ICOMOS is an international
organization and its guidelines are accessible to the general public but the above
mentioned guideline is strictly directed towards historic building specialists and
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professionals from the field. This is because the guideline is focused on recording
an investigation and developing an interpretive analysis based on the findings.
The guideline weighs heavy emphasis on the significance of recording evidences
and new findings during the process of investigation. It also suggests that the
recorder should process the data and arrive at conclusions during the
investigation. It ensures that the recorder creates a written and photographic
record of the evidences even if the interpretation is unknown at the time of
recording. As a preliminary step the guideline recommends the recorder to
familiarize with the site and building. It then focuses on a thorough
understanding of the building in its entirety after which it should be translated
into graphic and written records. These initial observations are intended to
prompt and direct further investigation questions to the recorder. This might
then lead to generating measured architectural drawings. Inspite of being an
international organization, its recording guideline provides very few standards or
assistance on the technique of investigating, recording or representing data. This
leaves the recording open ended, and the intent of interpretive records is a
missed opportunity. The guideline overall appears to have a building archaeology
approach towards synthesizing the building, recording the findings and
encouraging an interpretive analysis. The guideline clearly focuses on using
visual formats for conveying the interpretation.
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Some of the strengths and weaknesses of the guideline are listed in Table
4.5 followed by a critical analysis in Table 4.6 according to the evaluation
parameters mentioned at the beginning of this chapter.
Strengths
Weakness
 Encourages & explains –recording  Directed to professionals only
evidence of building evolution
 Open ended on graphic representation in
 Encourages & explains – analytical &
spite
of
being
an
international
interpretive recording
organization and managing sites all over
the world.
 Informs analyst to record even if the
interpretation is not known- record for
future researchers to analyze
 Explains the process of data collection
 Attempts to combine archaeology and
architectural recording techniques
 Has reference examples of using codes to
record materials (in elevation)
 Well-structured and organized guide
 Focuses on valuing all the layers of a
buildings fabric and not only the original
Table 4. 5: Summary of the strengths and weaknesses of ICOMOS Architectural Recording
Guideline.

Criteria

Evaluation
To promote interpretive, accurate and holistic

Intent

recording.

Audience

Professionals

Coherence
Approach (Destructive v/s Non-Destructive)

Yes. Focus on capturing more data and new
data revealed during the process of repair etc.
Non-destructive; no particular mention

Scale (Micro or Macro)

Less micro and more macro

Accuracy (Low-Medium-High)

Low- Medium
Notes, dimensional sketches, photos- (scaled

Data collection (drawing, notes, photographs)

drawings less)

Data Processing (On-site v/s Remote)

On-site
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Graphic

Standards

Prescription

(Low-

Medium-High)

Low; No explanation but only few examples
shown as references

Use of specific tools on
site
Reliance

on

Technology

Low-Medium-

Low

High)
Graphic
representation

(Low-

Low

Medium-High)
High; More on visual and graphic, sketches

Drawing

etc.
Final

deliverables

(Degree of Emphasis

High; more photographic records for future
Photographs

interpretation

-Low-Medium-High)

Low;
Written report

texts

as

notes

during

investigation/inspection to draw conclusions

Table 4. 6: Parameter Evaluation of ICOMOS Architectural Recording Guideline.
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Figure 4. 11: Example of a photograph included in the ICOMOS architectural recording guideline.
The photograph helps in supporting the interpretative recording recommended by the guideline.
(Source: Guide for Recording Historic Structures ICOMOS. Great Britain: University Press
Cambridge, 1990)

Character of the final deliverable: Introductory, Descriptive or Comprehensive
1. Architectural Drawings: Introductory to Comprehensive
In this guideline the quality of architectural drawings displayed a range in
its attempt to portray the building. Some architectural drawings were heavily
annotated whereas some were direct and basic. Although a majority of the
drawings were inclined towards an interpretive recording.
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Figure 4. 12: Example of a field note included in the ICOMOS architectural recording guideline.
This is an example of interpretative recording recommended by the guideline.(Source: Guide for
Recording Historic Structures ICOMOS. Great Britain: University Press Cambridge, 1990)

2. Photographs: Descriptive
The content of the photographs was directed at an analytical observation
and was very focused on one element of the entire structure.
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Figure 4. 13: Example of a photograph included in the ICOMOS architectural recording guideline.
The photograph helps in supporting the interpretative recording recommended by the guideline.
(Source: Guide for Recording Historic Structures ICOMOS. Great Britain: University Press
Cambridge, 1990)

3. Written Descriptive Report: Introductory - Comprehensive
The content of the report was aimed at providing a thorough record of the
building, site, construction, materials, finer details and phases of evolution.

Review of Archaeological Recording Manuals
Archaeology by nature is an intrusive and destructive investigation
process. Hence archaeological excavation manuals focus on undertaking a
preservation-centric

strategy

while

excavating

archaeological

sites.

The

documentation and preservation of the artifacts recovered during an excavation
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along with site documentation are equally important to archaeologists.
Archaeologists are expected to undertake excavations that are based on an
informed decision.41 Hence archaeological manuals published by various national
and international organizations like the Charter Institute for Archaeologists
emphasize the Code of Conduct or Ethics be observed before undertaking a
project.42 The manuals rely on professionals to supervise the project and do not
specify techniques for excavation or elaborate on the method of recording. This is
done to ensure authenticity of the interpretation and preservation of potential
archaeological sites. The manuals also expect that all recordings should have its
objective, explanation, and illustration of the understanding of the site and its
development. This thesis is focused on developing a technique for systematic
recording and stratigraphic interpretation of historic structures. Hence
archaeological resources that focused on these topics were considered for
analysis.
In this section of the analysis two archaeological recording guides are
discussed to review the structure and systems. The analysis is broken down into
three components. In the first component the resource is summarized to provide
an overview. The second component involves a basic evaluation of the guide
using the parameters discussed in the Methodology chapter. Since archaeological
Frank G. Matero, “Heritage, Conservation and Archaeology: An Introduction,” Archaeological
Institute of American June 18, 2008, accessed September 10, 2018,
https://www.archaeological.org/news/hca/89.
41

“Standard and guidance for archaeological excavation” CIfA regulations, standards and
guidelines, CIfA, December 2014, accessed December 18, 2018,
https://www.archaeologists.net/codes/cifa.
42
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manuals provide information only on the systems of recording the data, some of
the parameters used to evaluate to graphic mediums do not apply to this section
of the analysis. This is followed by the third component which provides a list of
analytical reflections on each guideline. The analysis was focused on evaluating
the strategy mentioned in archaeological recording manuals to create a
systematic record of the process of investigation and on their technique of
representing the interpretation. The reviews are as follows:
1. Parks Canada
Parks Canada Archaeological Recording Manual: Excavations and Surveys
(Parks Canada, 2005)
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Figure 4. 14: Cover page of Park Canada’s excavation and recording manual.

Abstract:
Parks Canada published the above mentioned archaeological recording
manual to standardize and change their system of recording in order to develop a
database system of their archaeological resources.43 The excavation guide in this
manual was structured over its precedent which was published in 1977-78; but
undertook an improvised format of creating logs of excavations and developing
codes to identify sites. The improvements were also done to diversify their scope
of historical archaeology sites. The decision was made to keep the manual
dynamic and flexible in order to ensure constant updates to the data-set by
ensuring a consistency in the format. This was achieved by creating codes but
most importantly by introducing the concept of log sheets. These log sheets were
aimed at recording every new excavation that was undertaken at a site in a formal
note-taking format rather than being recorded in the archaeologist’s site field
notebook. This also ensured that all details and interpretations of an
investigation are converted into a permanent record including sketches,
photographs, and notes as a whole. This was also a helpful reference for future
researchers to continue or re-visit the investigation. The manual is supplemented
by a basic graphic representation guide that can be used to note features on a site
map. However, no details are provided on stratigraphic recording or sectional
representation of data. Also the codes used for recording are very prescriptive
“Parks Canada Archaeological Recording Manual: Excavations and Surveys” Parks Canada,
September 2005, Accessed December 29, 2018, https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/docs/pc/guide/fp-es.
43
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and rigid which might not be ideal considering the dynamic nature of
archaeological sites.
A basic analysis of the guideline based on the evaluation parameters
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter is listed in Table 4.7 as follows:
Criteria

Evaluation
To promote a formal record of interpretive,
accurate and holistic analysis of the layers and

Intent

artifacts found during an archaeological
investigation.

Audience
Coherence
Approach (Destructive v/s Non-Destructive)

Professionals
Yes.
Destructive; but keeping site preservation
ethics in mind.

Scale (Micro or Macro)
Accuracy (Low-Medium-High)
Data collection (drawing, notes, photographs)

Macro with some scope for micro details.
Medium
Notes, sketches, photographs, log sheets,
forms, drawings or maps.

Data Processing (On-site v/s Remote)

On-site

Table 4. 7: Parameter Evaluation of Parks Canada Archaeological Excavation and Recording
Guideline.

Reflections:


The guideline preferred a grid system for excavating in order to keep track
of the process.
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The guideline attempted to create a systematic and complete record of
every investigation initiative that would benefit current and future
research.



The guideline considered it significant to maintain records of the sequence
of excavation in understanding the process of site formation/evolution,
and also to revising the approach to a site based on the findings and
conclusions, if needed.



Importantly, the guideline encouraged to visualize excavations threedimensionally, implying all planes of a site must be considered in relation
to each other while excavating and recording.

2. Harris Matrix
Edward Harris, Principles of Archaeological Stratigraphy: Second Edition
(London: Academic Press Limited, 1989)
Edward C. Harris, Marley R. Brown III, and Gregory J. Brown, eds. Practices of
Archaeological Stratigraphy (London: Academic Press Limited, 1993)
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Figure 4. 15: Cover page of two resources of Harris Matrix stratigraphic recording guideline.

Abstract:
The above two resources authored and edited by Edward Harris are the
primary resources for interpreting archaeological sites using a matrix system. The
first resource informs the readers of the theory that led to the conception of the
Harris Matrix. The book is divided roughly into three sections to trace the
development of archaeological recording standards. The first section lays the
foundation by familiarizing the reader with the precedent challenges and
shortcomings of archaeological excavation, recording and interpretation
techniques. It explains the different systems used and developed by eminent
archaeologists. Using this as an analysis, in the second section of the book, the
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author introduces his hypothesis of interpreting sites by applying laws and
axioms. These laws are based on correlating the findings with respect to the
layers deposited on a site. This section encourages the recording be based on a
holistic understanding of the sequence of site formation and in order to achieve
this; the laws treat each layer of deposition with equal importance. The last
section of the book reinforces the author’s hypothesis by guiding the reader
through the stages of implementing the matrix.
The Harris Matrix along with its laws gives the opportunity to interpret
features, layers and surfaces in order to understand the sequence of site
formation as it allows these components to be interpreted within their own
context and with respect to the entire site. Most importantly the theory suggests
that archaeologists should first record their findings on site, then interpret their
findings post excavation, and then they should venture to date and phase the
features. This ensures that the analytical interpretations and conclusions thus
formed are relative to the site.
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Figure 4. 16: Summary of the process of data collection, recording and processing suggested by
Edward Harris.
The graphic indicated the application and use of Harris Matrix and the Laws of stratigraphy to
record and interpret their findings from archaeological excavations. (Source: Edward Harris,
Principles of Archaeological Stratigraphy: Second Edition. London: Academic Press Limited,
1989)

The Harris Matrix developed in 1978 had a significant impact on the
stratigraphic recording of archaeological sites and continues to do so. Wellknown and on-going archaeological sites like that at James Madison’s
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Montpelier, Virginia uses this system to interpret archaeological findings.44 The
Harris Matrix has also been used to date architectural site evolution by applying
the concepts to stratigraphically sequence paint analysis.45 Similar applications of
the matrix are discussed in the second resource which helps broaden the scope
and use of the Matrix.

montpelier_arch, Instagram post, January 31, 2019, Accessed January 31, 2019,
https://www.instagram.com/p/BtTbptsFz1v/?utm_source=ig_share_sheet&igshid=10egjvq1mvd
zh.
45 Thomas Winter and Peter Schulz, “A Systematic approach to historic structures report” APT
Bulletin, Vol. 22, No. 1/2, Cultural Resource Recording (1990): 142-148, Accessed January 23,
2019, https://www.jstor.org/stable/1504282.
44
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Figure 4. 17: Instagram post of Mont Pelier’s archaeology initiative.
This post shows that archaeological projects in the USA continue to use Harris Matrix and the
Laws of stratigraphy to record and interpret their findings from excavations/ (Source: Instagram
Account: montpelier_arch, January 31, 2019)

A basic analysis of the guideline based on the evaluation parameters
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter is listed in Table 4.8 as follows:
Criteria

Evaluation
To promote interpretive, accurate and holistic

Intent

recording of the layers and artifacts found
during an archaeological investigation.

Audience
Coherence
Approach (Destructive v/s Non-Destructive)

Professionals
Yes.
Destructive; but keeping site preservation
ethics in mind.

Scale (Micro or Macro)
Accuracy (Low-Medium-High)
Data collection (drawing, notes, photographs)

Micro and macro
Medium
Notes, sketches, photographs, plans and
sections with site stratigraphy and matrices

Data Processing (On-site v/s Remote)

On-site and off-site

Table 4. 8: Parameter Evaluation of Harris Matrix Archaeological Recording Guideline.

Reflections:


The Harris Matrix encourages in analyzing each layer within its own
context, in relation to the layers immediately above and below it, and also
in relation to the original and latest layer. This concept of archaeological
stratigraphy can be translated to decipher architectural evolution.
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In the Matrix system, the surface separating two layers or features was
also given importance in order to understand the sequence of site
formation. The same can be applied to architectural site that may have
undergone modifications.



The author emphasizes that understanding the correlations of layers and
features can provide significant interpretation.

 To ensure a progressive analysis the Matrix suggests that archaeologists
should first record their findings on site, then interpret their findings post
excavation, and then they should venture to date and phase the features.

Interviews
As mentioned in the previous chapter, to assess the challenges of
implementing a guideline, specialists from various fields of historic preservation
were interviewed. The nature of these interviews was flexible and questions were
self-guided. This section of the analysis summarizes the interviews, and then lists
the highlights from each interview which can contribute in the development of
the building archaeology guideline. The interview summaries are as follows:
1. Architectural Historian: Mr. Edward Chappell
Mr. Edward Chappell is a distinguished architectural historian and former
director of Architectural and Archaeological Research at the Colonial
Williamsburg Foundation, VA. Chappell has used a combination of HABS
Guidelines and English historical archaeology approach to record and document
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the different phases and periods of a building’s evolution. Chappell also
recommends recording structures using a combination of investigation reports,
photographs and drawings.
In his typical approach on site, Chappell notes all the evidences on a
building’s fabric and his initial interpretation of the structure. Heavily annotated
scaled drawings supplemented by photographs and descriptive notes are the
primary output of his analysis. But in terms of the final deliverables, Chappell
translates his interpretation and findings from material analysis into a written
report, whereas his drawings follow HABS Standards for graphic rendering. In
one variation on the HABS standards, Chappell also executes finished field notes
and uses the field drawings themselves as the final deliverable. 46
He encourages asking questions about the nature of the building’s
architecture, and the common and atypical features that are present. Chappell
strongly feels that interpretive and/or conjectural drawings should not be
mandatory requirement for the general audience. He suggests that this task
should be undertaken by a qualified professional or a reviewer who is a part of
the investigation process in order to maintain the authenticity of the data
represented. He also believes that flexibility in documenting a historic structure
should be based on the time and purpose of the investigation.47

46Edward
47Edward

Chappell, conversation with author, Charleston, SC, November 13, 2018.
Chappell, conversation with author, Charleston, SC, November 13, 2018.
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Reflections:


Mr. Edward Chappell recommends developing an overview of site and
note evidences prior to starting investigation and/or documentation with
the help of drawings or photographs.



He believes that the structure should be studied in a manner that the
observation provides hints for further investigation.



Mr. Chappell is of the opinion that although interpretive drawings should
be encouraged by preservation organizations like HABS, they should be
validated only by professionals and reviewers.

2. Historic Building Specialist: Mr. David Hoffman
Mr. David Hoffman is a historic building specialist and owner of
Edgewood Builders based in Charleston, South Carolina. Throughout his career
Mr. Hoffman has come across buildings and sites with multiple layers of
evolution. Hoffman’s analysis of any site starts first by observing the various
architectural features that collectively provide indications of the relative period
and style of construction. While absorbing the site externally and internally,
Hoffman considers it crucial to note the inconsistencies seen and also the
evidences that support theories of a building’s evolution. This helps in having a
focused approach during investigation and/or preservation. He also focuses on
analyzing the building in terms of different planes and especially the vertical
plane from the attic to the foundation. He also suggests maintaining a
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photographic record of the structure to support interpretive analysis from the
investigation.48
Reflections:


Mr. Hoffman recommends developing an overview of the form, enclosure,
finer details and evidences of the structure.



He suggests on maintaining a “scorecard” for inconsistencies seen which
gives clues of what one wouldn’t expect to see in a building belonging to
the said time period.



He believes that framing/ construction details and finer details are key
evidences to a building’s evolution.



Maintaining photographic records was also one of his recommendations.



Mr. Hoffman recommends on using material analysis techniques to
confirm architectural speculations that arise during an investigation.

3. Archaeologist: Dr. Brent Fortenberry
Dr. Brent Fortenberry is an Assistant Professor at the Department of
Architecture at Texas A&M University and has been involved in archaeological
excavations in Bermuda. Having practiced archaeology and historic preservation,
Dr. Fortenberry’s expertise revolves around interpretive historical archaeology
and its representation with the help of technology and software like BIM
(Building Information Modeling) specifically for historic structures. Dr.
48David

Hoffman, conversation with author, Charleston, SC, December 8, 2018.
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Fortenberry has applied the Harris Matrix at various projects and believes that
this technique has many merits in terms of archaeological stratigraphy and
understanding the significance of all layers of site evolution. He also believes that
the Matrix can be used as a tool to draw interpretations about the site as a whole.
He agrees that the technique of building archaeology can add value to the broader
spectrum of understanding buildings and structures and also understanding
buildings within their own individual context.49
Reflections:


Dr. Fortenberry strongly believes that the Harris Matrix is a positive tool
for systematic, flexible and analytical recording of all the layers discovered
in an archeological excavation.



He also mentions the benefit of using the Harris Matrix to view multiple
archaeological excavations spread over a site in relations to each other.



Dr. Fortenberry thinks that the Harris Matrix can be applied to
understanding the layers of a building’s fabric as well.
Key reflections and practical applications from this analysis are translated

into contributing features of the proposed building archaeology recording
guideline which will be discussed in the next chapter.

49Dr.

Brent Fortenberry, phone conversation with author, December 7, 2018.
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BUILDING ARCHAEOLOGY GUIDELINE DEVELOPMENT
The proposal for a building archaeology recording guideline will be
discussed in this chapter. The analysis of precedent guidelines conducted in the
previous chapter showed that guidelines have a defined structure and are
composed of sections that attempt to methodically develop the user’s approach of
recording historic structures. The guidelines also assist users in stages like data
collection, processing and representation using standards, outlines, decision
matrices, checklists and digital tools. Broadly, the sections of a guideline clearly
identify:
1. The purpose of recording historic structures
2. What and when to record historic structures
3. How to record historic structures and how to preserve the records
Through each of these sections, the guidelines reinforce the significance and
purpose of preserving historic buildings by creating a record. The building
archaeology guideline designed through this thesis will not explain the
significance of recording historic structures, nor will it clarify which historic
structures need to be recorded, and neither will it explain the ways of preserving
records. All these aspects are substantially covered in the guidelines and manuals
mentioned throughout this thesis. In addition to this, methods of conducting a
building archaeology investigation are not included in the scope of this guideline.
Such investigation should only be conducted under the supervision of historic
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building specialists. Although for reference, archaeological excavation manuals
can be used for this purpose as they explain the strategies to remove individual
layers of a site.50 Also, the significance of recording a building archaeology project
has been discussed and emphasized in the previous chapters of this thesis, and
hence will not be a part of this chapter. For additional resources on the above
topics, it is suggested to refer to the Bibliography included at the end of this
thesis. This chapter will only focus on developing strategies for interpretive
recording.

Intent
The proposed guideline is primarily formulated to ensure systematic
recording of a building archaeology investigation. The guideline attempts to
represent all the layers of a building’s evolution revealed during an investigation
in a single graphic platform. The guideline encourages users to give equal
importance to all the layers and findings revealed during the process of an
investigation. It suggests users to adopt a flexible, analytical and interpretive
recording approach as they encounter new layers and architectural features. To
achieve this, the guideline is heavily based on on-site data collection. This also
increases the familiarity of the investigator with the structure, and allows astute

“Parks Canada Archaeological Recording Manual: Excavations and Surveys” Parks Canada,
September 2005, Accessed December 29, 2018, https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/docs/pc/guide/fp-es.
The Excavation section in this manual suggests archaeologists to use a grid system for excavating
and each grid is assigned a grid number to keep a track; Edward Harris, Principles of
Archaeological Stratigraphy: Second Edition (London: Academic Press Limited, 1989). This
book summarizes the various excavations techniques like using a four quadrant method which
were alternately excavated, strip method which included excavating in long strips, or using the
grid method and excavating in a series of small grids or holes.
50
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observations of the structure itself to guide the investigation. It should be noted
that the proposed guideline recommends and is designed in a manner to
encourage the users to prioritize recording their observations, then noting their
interpretation based on observations, and only then deducing the sequence of
construction

for understanding the phases

of building

evolution. All

interpretations are based on recordings, analysis and documentary research.
Following the list of parameters used for evaluating precedent
architectural and archaeological guidelines discussed in the previous chapter, the
proposed building archaeology guideline will employ the same parameters to
define its intent and expectation from the recording (Table 5.1). The success of
the pre-determined parameters mentioned below will be evaluated in the next
chapter Trial and Evaluation.
Criteria

Expectation
To

Intent

encourage

systematic,

interpretive,

accurate and holistic recording of a building
archaeology investigation.

Audience
Coherence

Selective combination of General Public &
Professionals
Yes
Selective and informed destruction of the

Approach (Destructive v/s Non-Destructive)

building fabric, adhering to preservation
ethics.

Scale (Micro or Macro)

Micro & Macro
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High

Accuracy (Low-Medium-High)
Data collection (drawing, notes, photographs)

Notes, sketch, photographs, data logs
Combination of on-site and remote.

Data Processing (On-site v/s Remote)

Post-investigation

analysis

to

be

done

remotely based on the data collected on site.
Graphic Standards Prescription
Medium-High

(Low-Medium-High)
Use of specific tools on
site(Low-MediumReliance

on

Low- Medium

High)

Technology
Graphic representation
(Low-Medium-High)
Final

deliverables

(Degree
Emphasis

of

Low-Medium. Although the use of latest
software

and

technology

to

achieve

interpretive recording is highly encouraged.

Drawing

High

Photographs

High

Written report

Low

-Low-

Medium-High)

Table 5. 1: Pre-determined parameters of the proposed building archaeology guideline.

Guidelines analyzed in the previous chapter were found to have a
combination of prescriptive and flexible aspects and the same has been employed
to the building archaeology guideline. Additionally, certain aspects of recording
and deliverables are a combination of mandatory and optional features. For
example, in the proposed guideline recording the process of investigation is a
mandatory requirement and the format of recording is prescriptive; whereas the
representation of data is self-guided and allows the investigator to represent the
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data in the best suited format. Specific characteristics of the guidelines will be
explained along as follows.

Structure
Inspired by precedent architectural recording guidelines, the outline of the
proposed building archaeology guideline is broadly composed of three sections:
1. Documentary Research
2. Data Collection and Processing
3. Data Representation
The purpose of each of these sections is based on inference drawn from the
analysis and is also inspired by inputs from interviews with historic building
specialists.

Documentary Research
As a first step to any investigation, documentary and archival research was
one of the common features in all architectural recording guidelines and is hence
included in the building archaeology guideline too. This step is intended to
develop background knowledge of the context, site and the buildings, ownership
and property history and any significant events influencing building evolution.
The information gathered from this research is expected to be translated into a
concise written report which will summarize the historical information on the
building under investigation. Hence the format for representing the information
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follows HABS Short Format. This format notes details about the structure such as
name, location, ownership, significance, description, history, sources and a
project information summary.51 The HABS format of written report was selected
over the others as it intends to summarize the findings and does not prioritize the
written report over graphic illustrations to represent the data collected by the
investigation and analysis. An outline of the report is as follows:
Name of the Structure, Designation
Location
Coordinates
Present Owner/
Occupant:
Present Use:
Significance:

As per national register nomination criteria

Physical

Type and style of structure –Geometry - Materials – Circulation - Finishes

Description:
History:

Brief history

Project
Summary:
Sources:

During this step, it is possible that the investigator may come across archival
drawings of the building. In the building archaeology guideline, it is highly
“HABS History Guidelines” in HABS Guidelines, Washington, DC: National Park Service, 2008,
in National Park Service digital publications, accessed December 20, 2018,
https://www.nps.gov/hdp/standards/HABS/HABSHistoryGuidelines.pdf.
51
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recommended to use these existing drawings as an underlay in order to save time
on site for drawing a basic orthographic projection to initiate the recording
process. If the investigator decides to use an existing drawing set, it should be
noted that the drawings should be cross checked before starting the investigation
process. In case drawings are not available or are inadequate to start the
investigation, the following decision matrix can be used for selecting the
preferred format of the graphic underlay. The matrix is based on the time
available on site and funds or technological resources available for the project:
Availability of time/resource

Low

Medium

High

Color Code
Table 5. 2: Interpretation of color codes used in the decision matrix Table 5.3.
Deciding Factor

Availability of Funds/
Time available

Format

of

graphic

on site

Technological
resource

underlay
Hand-drawn Sketch
Photographs
Available Orthographic
Drawings
Point Cloud
GIS Model
3D Model/ BIM Model

Table 5. 3: Decision matrix to assist users in determining preferred format of graphic underlay to
initiate the investigation process.
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As seen from the above matrix, in case of low time availability the guideline
allows users to use a simple photograph to start recording; but in an ideal
situation the proposed guideline encourages a comprehensive three-dimensional
(3D) recording to assist in developing a BIM (Building Information Modeling)
model in the future.
In certain situations, the underlay drawings can play a significant role in
recording. The decision matrix below should be used to determine the exact
format of the underlay drawing depending on the nature of the project. In the
matrix marked in red are the mandatory graphic formats to be used based on the
nature of the project; and the dots indicate the next preferred format that the
proposed guideline recommends on using.
Deciding
Situation/ Significance of Recording

Factor
Format

of

Selective
Demolition

recording

dismantling/
Investigation

Extensive

Academic/

Alteration

Interpretive

Hand-drawn

●

Sketch
Photographs

●

●

●

●

●

●

Measured
Orthographic

●

Drawings
Point Cloud

●

●
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●

GIS Model

●

●

3D Model/ BIM
Model

●

●

●

Table 5. 4: Decision matrix to assist users in determining preferred format of graphic underlay to
record the investigation based on nature of project.

For example, in case the layers of a building will be demolished, photographs and
a measured orthographic drawing set are mandated formats. Likewise, an
academic or interpretive project should attempt to capture the structure using an
array of formats like a simple hand-drawn sketch to a comprehensive 3D or BIM
Model.
The inspiration behind integrating the use of decision matrices to assist
the investigator in making decisions comes from Historic England’s architectural
recording guideline, Understanding Historic Buildings: A Guide to Good
Recording Practice, 52 that was evaluated under the Analysis of Architectural
Recording Guidelines in the Analysis chapter.

52Rebecca

Lane, Understanding Historic Buildings: A Guide to Good Recording Practice
(Historic England, May 2016) in Historic England digital Publications, accessed October 8, 2018,
https://content.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/understanding-historicbuildings/heag099-understanding-historic-buildings.pdf/.
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Figure 5. 1: Example of a decision matrix included in the Historic England architectural
recording.
Similar decision matrices are included in the guideline assisting users during the process of
recording. (Source: Guide for Recording Historic Structures ICOMOS. Great Britain: University
Press Cambridge, 1990).

Data Collection and Processing
In the proposed building archaeology guideline, data collection is given
highest priority. This is based on the fact that the process of investigation is
invasive and the investigation itself leaves little or no physical traces of the
building’s fabric and the investigator’s analysis and records are the only proof of
its nature.53 Also, building evolution in some cases can be quite complex and only
one form of recording might not always be sufficient. Hence to ensure a
comprehensive recording, the process of data collection is sub-divided into 4
stages:

53

Harris, Techniques of Archaeological Excavations, see 14-22.
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1. Project Initiation
2. Investigation and Feature Logs
3. Field Notes
4. Post Investigation Analysis
The above stages are intended to make a progressive record of the building;
starting from an initial understanding of the site and its configuration before
beginning a project and concluding with a deeper and focused interpretation.54
Each of these stages are broken down into Reflection, Structure, and Output
which reflects on the analysis to develop an outline structure of the process in
order to deliver a final output that will be used for recording purposes. These
stages are elaborated as follows:
1. Project Initiation:
Reflection
As mentioned in the Analysis chapter, interview discussions with
Architectural Historian Mr. Edward Chappell and Historic Building Specialist
Mr. David Hoffman indicated that they both conduct preliminary site observation
and take notes about the nature of the building as seen from the exterior and
interior. This is done prior to any documentation or investigation intervention.

Robin Letellier, Schmid Werner, and LeBlanc François, “Why recording and Who produces
records” in Recording, Documentation, and Information Management for the Conservation of
Heritage Places: Guiding Principles, Los Angeles, CA: Getty Conservation Institute, 2007, in
digital Publication and Resources, accessed December 25,2018,
http://hdl.handle.net/10020/gci_pubs/recordim, see 37-38.
54
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The ICOMOS recording guideline emphasizes on developing an overview of the
site and noting initial site observations; and so does the Historic England
recording guide. Investigation and documentation provide tactile and intimate
encounters with historic building fabric and a deeper understanding of the past; 55
hence in the proposed building archaeology guideline these initial observations
are recorded using Project Initiation Forms. These forms are designed to ensure
that an overview of the building at the time of the investigation is captured. These
forms also assist future analysis to track changes in the structure, if any.
The Project Initiation Form is primarily inspired by Mr. David Hoffman’s
idea of absorbing the building externally and maintaining a “scorecard” of all the
key indicative features that provide clues to the changes that the building has
undergone. Before undertaking any task, the building archaeology guideline
requires Exterior and Interior Project Initiation Form to be completed as a
mandatory requirement.
Structure
In the book The Archaeology of Buildings, author Richard K. Morris
mentions that a building should be analyzed based on three “F’s” or factors:
Form, Fabric and Function. Morris defines Form as the physical shape of the
building in all dimensions and interior layout; Function as the functional use of
the building over time and Fabric as the material of which a building is
Brent R. Fortenberry, “Viewpoints: Digital Documentation in Vernacular Architecture Studies”
Research Paper for Buildings and Landscapes Journal of the Vernacular Architecture Forum,
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2019)
55
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constructed to understand its technology, pathology and limitations. 56 The
structure of the Project Initiation Form is based on Morris’s three “F’s.” It breaks
down the building into its individual components but at the same time allows the
recorder to look at the bigger picture and at correlations between these
components. These three sections make up the body of the forms and the initial
section of the form gives a brief introduction of the site based on information
gained from Documentary Research.
The structure of the form is designed to allow the investigator to be detail
oriented and undertake rapid identification of character defining features,
relative proportions, materials (for the exterior) and some finer details like
hardware, molding profiles, door and window frame profiles, operability and
known installation techniques of these features (for interior). As a final step, the
form provides a free space for the investigator to make sketches, take notes or
capture photographs of the features which indicate probable phases of building
evolution. These notes or sketches are intended to be preliminary in nature with
annotations to convey information to support the initiation of the project and are
not necessarily expected to be analytical.
Output
This step of recording is open to public as it does not involve investigation.

56

Richard K. Morris, “The Archaeology of Buildings” (Stroud: Tempus, 2004)
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Project Initiation Form- Exterior
Overview:
Date:

Investigator:

Earliest known date
Earliest known architectural style
List of Buildings on site
Function of building under
investigation (Example: Main
Building, Hyphen, Out-building/s, Infill/s)
Form:
Basic geometry
Height & Number of story/s
Roof profile& specify detail if
any(Example: Exposed rafter tails)
Basement & Foundation
Chimney: location and visible number
of flues
Other specific architectural feature
(Example: porch, piazza, portico,
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Recorder:

balcony)
Function:
Known primary use/function
Bays and general layout
Points of access to the building
Fabric:
Exterior material/s and pattern & style
Window specification
Door specification
Roof materials
Others
Notes:
1. General notes/observations
2. Sketch explaining and/or illustrating observations
3. Photographs
4. Sketch of site plan which highlights building under investigation
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Project Initiation Form- Interior
Overview
Date:

Investigator:

Earliest known date
Earliest known architectural style
List of Buildings on site
Function of building under
investigation (Example: Main
Building, Hyphen, Out-building/s, Infill/s)
Form:
Room/s geometry
Ceiling heights
Functionality of fireplace & mantel
details
Other
Function:
General layout
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Recorder:

Spatial hierarchy showing room
name/number (if function not known),
partitions, evident directly additions
and alterations ( rough sketch of the
plan)

Vertical circulation
Attic and roof framing
General notes of interior finishes and
furnishings
Fabric:
Wall finishes
Ceiling design and details
Flooring details
Window specifications
Door specifications
Notes:
1. General notes/observations
2. Sketch best explaining and/or illustrating observations
3. Photographs
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The above layout of the forms is the second and improvised version of the first
draft. A preliminary test of the forms was conducted prior to the trial
investigation and it indicated flaws in the layout and content organization. These
minor flaws were rectified and for the trial investigation the above layout of the
forms was used. The first draft and final layout of the forms are attached in
Appendix D.
2. Investigation and Feature Logs:
Reflection
As mentioned in the Analysis chapter under Review of Archaeological
Recording Manuals section, archaeological excavation and recording manuals
adopt a systematic approach in recording the layers and archaeological findings.
Using pre-designed log sheets, archaeologists note the characteristic features of
each layer along with their interpretations. Hence, in the proposed building
archaeology guideline there is an attempt to adapt the archaeological data
recording sheets for recording architectural layers using Investigation and
Feature Log Forms. These forms are designed to ensure that every layer removed
or archaeological artifact discovered is recorded, interpreted and coded in order
to facilitate the data processing stage.
The Investigation and Feature Log Forms are primarily inspired by the two
archaeological resources reviewed in the Analysis chapter. The excavation and
recording manual published by Parks Canada made an important point stating
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that day-to-day investigations should be formally recorded rather than noting
them in an archaeologist’s field diary.

57

Hence, the proposed building

archaeology guideline attempts to record every investigation with the help of the
two log forms as a mandatory requirement.
Structure
The structure of the Investigation Log form is designed to provide a
summary of the investigation process. The first component of the Investigation
Log Form consists of Intent, in which the investigator summarizes the intent of
the investigation and notes an investigation reference number. All new
investigations are required to complete this form. This helps the investigator and
any future researcher to understand the exact intent and to locate the exact spot
of the investigation. The Investigation Log Form also attempts to record the first
or latest layer seen which in some cases might not be present after an
investigation or preservation intervention is complete.
The structure of the Feature Log forms is based on printed sheets used for
recording stratigraphic data applying the Harris Matrix Laws of Archaeological
Stratigraphy. These sheets were designed by Edward Harris himself and have
found to be significantly useful during the post-investigation analysis phase.58
The main content of this form is focused on placing the layer in a sequence by

57“Parks

Canada Archaeological Recording Manual: Excavations and Surveys” Parks Canada,
September 2005, Accessed December 29, 2018, https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/docs/pc/guide/fp-es.
58 Edward Harris, Principles of Archaeological Stratigraphy: Second Edition (London: Academic
Press Limited, 1989)
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assigning a stratigraphic unit value to it. The form also has sections where the
investigator can note his interpretation and also simultaneously justify it. In the
recording guideline published by ICOMOS, the guideline notes that in some cases
the investigator may come across certain layers that are unknown at the time of
recording. In such cases the guideline recommends the investigator to make a
record of the layer so that subsequent discoveries can resolve such ambiguities.59
Inspired by this, the Feature Log Form has a section that allows the investigator
to note the phase and period of evolution based on the current understanding,
but at the same time provides a scope for the investigator to rethink initial
interpretation and note refined interpretation for comparison.
As a final step, the form provides a free space for the investigator to make
sketches or take notes of the features which indicate the details of building
evolution based on interpretation.
Output
This step of recording is not open to public as it involves removal of building
fabric.

59Guide

for Recording Historic Structures ICOMOS (Butterworth Architecture, 1990)
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Investigation Log Form
Overview:
Date:

Investigator:

Site Name:

Recorder:
Site Number:

Structure
Level:
Name:
Sketch of
Floor Plan
with grid
numbering
(for records)
Investigation:
Grid Name:

Grid Number:

Investigation

Investigation

Feature

Reference

description:

Number:

Location of
(x)

(y)

Investigation
Observation:
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Observation/
Description:

Matrix
Number:
General Notes:
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Feature Log Form
Overview:
Date:

Investigator:

Recorder:

Site Name:

Site Number:

Grid Name:

Grid Number:

Investigation
Reference
Number:

Feature

(x)

(y)

Location:
Feature
Description:
Stratigraphic Matrix:
Stratigraphic Unit Value:
Physically
under:
Physically
above:
Correlated
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(d/layer thickness)

with:
Interpretation:
Photograph:

Interpretation:

Reference/Analysis: Phase

Period

(pre

(pre

matrix):

matrix):

Phase

Period

(post

(post

matrix):

matrix):

Notes:

The above layout of the forms was not tested prior to the trial investigation and
hence their efficiency will be evaluated in the Trial and Evaluation chapter of this
thesis.
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3. Field notes:
Reflection
The architectural and archaeological guidelines analyzed in the previous
chapter have different ways of recording fieldwork. Fieldwork is the foundation of
interpretation and forms a significant component of the way we understand
buildings. Also, interpretive recording allows us to construct meaning from
simple to more complex narratives.60 The recording guidelines allow for a selfguided path for investigators to record their field observations. This feature is
also reflected in the building archaeology guideline.
Along with the data Log Forms discussed earlier, field notes in the form of
photographs and architectural drawings are mediums to record the findings.
Photographs are permanent and serve as a good visual record of the findings,
whereas architectural drawings are an accurate, efficient, and analytical way of
conveying the evidence on which interpretations can be based.

Fortenberry, “Viewpoints: Digital Documentation in Vernacular Architecture Studies” Research
Paper for Buildings and Landscapes Journal of the Vernacular Architecture Forum, (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2019)
60
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Figure 5. 2: Example of a field drawing and a final architectural drawing included in the Historic
England architectural recording guideline.
This example illustrates minimal loss of data during the translation process from field notes to
final deliverable output. (Source: Guide for Recording Historic Structures ICOMOS. Great
Britain: University Press Cambridge, 1990)

Photographs:
Of the three architectural recording guidelines analyzed, Historic England
and ICOMOS Guidelines achieved to include photographs or architectural details
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which indicated the phases of a building’s evolution while at the same time
captured an overview of significant architectural details. Hence these two
guidelines are good reference for understanding the quality and content of
photographs.
Architectural Drawing Conventions:
For interpretive drawings three alternatives of graphic representation are
suggested in the building archaeology guideline. Of the three architectural
recording guidelines analyzed, Historic England and HABS provide conventions
for recording the building in the form of architectural drawings. Historic
England’s guideline is very prescriptive and has specific notations for
architectural features;61 (Appendix C.1) whereas HABS standards (Appendix C.2)
are open-ended and guide users for representing difference in surfaces, edges and
profiles. 62 A combination of these two graphic standards is proposed in the
building archaeology guideline. Both graphic standards have a common drawing
convention, but the Historic England Guideline make use of a simple set of
drawing conventions that can be helpful in representing architectural features
that are inserted, removed or modified and are hence helpful for interpretive
drawings. These conventions can be incorporated along with HABS Standards to
achieve

interpretive

drawing

standards.

61Rebecca

Scaled

drawings,

orthographic

Lane, Understanding Historic Buildings: A Guide to Good Recording Practice
(Historic England, May 2016) in Historic England digital Publications, accessed October 8, 2018,
https://content.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/understanding-historicbuildings/heag099-understanding-historic-buildings.pdf/.
62 “HABS Guidelines” (Washington, DC: National Park Service, 2008, Accessed December 20,
2018) https://www.nps.gov/hdp/standards/habsguidelines.htm.
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projections, and even sketches can be drawn using these conventions. This was
the first alternative. As a second alternative, three-dimensional illustrations were
explored to conveying the architectural and structural assembly as seen on site.
Below is the building archaeology drawing convention (Fig. 5.3) followed by
examples of architectural drawings (Fig. 5.5, Fig. 5.6, and Fig. 5.7) drawn to
depict the above mentioned alternatives:
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Figure 5. 3: Graphic standards or drawing convention proposed in the building archaeology
guideline.
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Figure 5. 4: Previous investigation undertaken on the second floor of the outbuilding at the
Nathaniel Russell House.
The photograph captures the layers of architectural fabric including the modern interior
renovation over the original brick and wooden structure. Also note a missing stud hidden beneath
the floor boards revealed during the investigation, on the right corner of the image. (Photo by
author)
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Figure 5. 5: Example of an interpretive plan drawing developed applying the graphic standards
suggested in the building archaeology guideline.
The drawing attempts to represent the interpretation of the above pictured investigation (Fig 5.4).
(See Appendix F)

Figure 5. 6: Example of an interpretive sectional elevation drawing developed applying the
graphic standards suggested in the building archaeology guideline.
The drawing attempts to represent the interpretation the above pictured investigation (Fig
5.4).(See Appendix F)
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Figure 5. 7: Example of an interpretive three-dimensional drawing developed applying the
graphic standards suggested in the building archaeology guideline.
The drawing attempts to represent the interpretation of the above pictured investigation (Fig
5.4).(See Appendix F)

A third innovative technique for developing interpretive drawings is
suggested in the proposed guideline which explore the concept of sciography. The
idea of this technique is inspired from architectural drawings drawn by
antiquarian architects like Andrea Palladio. In his drawings, Palladio makes use
of the sciography to depict depth (Fig.5.8). This idea was applied in developing
two-dimensional drawings in which the layers are positioned one above the other
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in the order that they are found on site and each sub-layer within a layer casts a
shadow on the sub-layer below it. The depth or measurable thickness of the
shadow is directly related to the thickness of the respective sub-layer. These
interpretive drawings are also annotated and can hence convey information
about a layer in more than one dimensional plane. An example of an
orthographic elevation drawn using this concept is as follows:

Figure 5. 8: Zoomed-in detail of Andrea Palladio’s Conjectural reconstruction of the Baths of
Agrippa, Rome (c. 1550).
Seen in this drawing Palladio uses a gradation in sciography or shadows to depict the curvature of
the dome and also to depict the position of plans, edges and surfaces with respective to one
another. Photo Courtesy: RIBA Library Drawings Collection (For full drawing in Appendix E)
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Figure 5. 9: Example of an interpretive two-dimensional elevation drawing developed applying
the concept of sciography suggested in the building archaeology guideline.
The drawing attempts to represent the interpretation of the investigation pictured in Fig 5.4. (See
Appendix F)

In this manner three alternatives for interpretive drawings are suggested
in the proposed building archaeology guideline as an attempt to combine ideas
and

concepts

with

drawing

conventions

to

represent

architectural

interpretations.
4. Post Investigation Analysis
Reflection
Post investigation analysis is a crucial part of architectural and
archaeological recording. This step helps in analyzing the data collected on site,
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to deduce interpretations and then translate them into the format of the expected
final deliverables. In the building archaeology guideline, this step is assigned to
develop a matrix of the sequence of construction which will assist in
understanding the phases of the building’s evolution. For this purpose, the
proposed

guideline

recommends

applying

the

Laws

of

Archaeological

Stratigraphy and making use of the Harris Matrix. The Harris Matrix explains
stratigraphy as a two-dimensional term for recording archaeological layers. The
same can be applied to buildings, which in spite of being three-dimensional
objects are in fact composed of a series of two-dimensional planes. These planes
or surfaces are walls, floors and roofs/ceilings. These planes can be treated
individually using stratigraphic techniques and then combined to give an
understanding of the three-dimensional whole.
Building archaeologist Richard K. Morris believes that using a matrix
system rather complicates the analysis and recommends using only simple color
coded drawings to indicate phases.63 In contrast, the author of this thesis believes
that the Harris Matrix is an innovative tool and could be used to understand the
sequence of construction in order to determine the phases of building evolution.
The author advocates using this as a method to lay out the analysis in a flexible
graphic format that allows for new interpretations to be integrated, finding gaps
in documentary research through the sequence of the building fabric, and in
understanding the architectural dialogue between the layers.

63

Richard K. Morris, “The Archaeology of Buildings” (Stroud: Tempus, 2004)
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Output
The output of this stage is a matrix that clearly outlines the sequence of
construction and the phases of architectural evolution. An example of the Harris
Matrix is as follows:

Figure 5. 10: Example of application of Harris Matrix and the Laws of Stratigraphy for
architectural recordation.
This is an excellent example indicating the adaptable nature of Harris Matrix to analyze and
interpret the sequence of construction and alterations. (Source: Edward C. Harris, Marley R.
Brown III, and Gregory J. Brown, eds. Practices of Archaeological Stratigraphy. London:
Academic Press Limited, 1993)

Data representation
The final stage of this process is compiling all the collected and processed
data into a single package as the Final Deliverable to be submitted to the client or
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a preservation archives for their reference. The items to be included in the Final
Deliverables of the building archaeology guideline are as follow:
A. Written Descriptive Report (Mandatory)
B. Project Initiation Forms - Exterior & Interior (Mandatory)
C. Investigation and Feature Logs (Mandatory)
D. Matrices (Optional)
E. Interpretive Drawings (Mandatory)
F. Additional graphic rendering- 3D Models (Optional)
These three stages discussed in this chapter layout the process and guide for
recording a building archaeology investigation. The success of this guideline will
be tested in the next chapter Trial and Evaluation.
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TRIAL AND EVALUATION
A trial of the proposed building archaeology guideline was conducted to
test the hypothesis- can a hybrid of architectural and archaeological recording
techniques effectively capture multi-layered history and building evolution? The
trial was conducted at the Nathaniel Russell House in Charleston, South
Carolina. The Nathaniel Russell House was constructed in 1808 and is a National
Historic Landmark that has been owned and managed by Historic Charleston
Foundation (HCF) since 1955. The property consists of a three-story Federal-style
main house, a hyphen connecting to the outbuilding and a rear in-fill addition.
The outbuilding was used as a kitchen house, laundry and living quarters by the
enslaved workers. A carriage house was also located on the site but only a small
fragment survives. The main house is a fully restored house museum whereas the
outbuilding was renovated and used as office spaces and apartments. In 2017,
HCF began an intensive architectural investigation to learn about the lives of the
enslaved people who lived and worked in the outbuilding. Through selective
demolition of the non-historic fabric, a building archaeology investigation
project, the investigation team was able to uncover the original 1808 interior
fabric and recover material culture artifacts. 64 As a part of a summer 2018
internship with HCF, the author had an opportunity to be a part of this process
and was able to recover artifacts hidden inside the wall and interstitial spaces,
64Historic

Charleston Foundation. “Looking into the Lives of the Enslaved at the Nathaniel
Russell House.” (Blog), June 4, 2018. https://www.historiccharleston.org/blog/looking-livesenslaved-nathaniel-russell-house/. Accessed August 14, 2018.
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and was also able to reveal sections of the original building fabric. This
investigation is an ongoing process and was an ideal choice to test the proposed
building archaeology guideline. Historic building specialist, Mr. David Hoffman
works in collaboration with HCF in their investigation, and willingly agreed to
conduct a spot investigation for the purpose of this thesis.

Figure 6. 1: Map indicating location of site chosen for trial of the proposed building archaeology
guideline.
Google Earth image of a satellite view of Charleston with a call-out of the location of the Nathaniel
Russell House marked in red. (Source: Google Map Data, 2019)
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Figure 6. 2: Zoomed-in map indicating location of site chosen for trial of the proposed building
archaeology guideline.
Google Earth image of a satellite view of a street level view of Charleston with a call-out of the
Nathaniel Russell House and the outbuilding chosen for the investigation trial highlighted in red.
(Source: Google Map Data, 2019)

Figure 6. 3: East exterior façade of the Nathaniel Russell House. (Photo by author)
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All the steps proposed in the building archaeology guideline outlined in
the previous chapter were undertaken to evaluate the effectiveness of the
guideline as a whole. A brief outline of the proposed guideline is as follows:
1. Documentary Research
2. Data Collection and Processing
A. Project Initiation Forms – Exterior and Interior
B. Investigation and Feature Log Forms
C. Field Notes
D. Post Investigation Analysis
3. Data Representation
A. Written Descriptive Report (Mandatory)
B. Project Initiation Forms - Exterior & Interior (Mandatory)
C. Investigation and Feature Logs (Mandatory)
D. Matrices (Optional)
E. Interpretive Drawings (Mandatory)
F. Additional graphic rendering (Optional)
1. Documentary Research
Adhering to the steps outlined in the building archaeology guideline, a
documentary research on the property was conducted. The main house is a
registered National Historic Landmark and an extraordinary example of Adam
style architecture, so a substantial amount of literature has already been written
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about it but little has been written about the outbuildings as the original interior
fabric was hidden beneath twentieth century remodeling.
The documentary research was kept succinct owing to time constraints
and to allow the trial to focus on evaluating the data collection and representation
processes of the proposed guideline. Historic Charleston Foundation’s
Margaretta Childs Archives' has a collection of archival architectural drawings of
the site and the buildings. The building was constructed in 1808 and the earliest
set of architectural drawings was drawn in ca. 1870 for or by the Sisters of Our
Lady Mercy (Appendix G.1).65In 1955 Simons and Lapham Architects (Appendix
G.2) drew the next set of drawings when HCF purchased the property to open the

main house as a house museum and the outbuildings were renovated and used as
an apartment. 66 In 1990 Phillips and Oppermann (Appendix G.3)drew a set of
drawings67 and in 1996 the latest set of drawings were drawn by Glenn Keyes
Architects(Appendix G.4).

68

A recent remodeling of the outbuildings was

undertaken in 2013 but there are no drawings of that intervention. These drawing
sets served as a good resource to track the architectural evolution of the
outbuilding and change in use over time. This part of the research was conducted

651808

Architectural Drawing Set, Margaretta Childs Archives at Historic Charleston Foundation,
Charleston, SC, USA.
661995 Architectural Drawing Set, Margaretta Childs Archives at Historic Charleston Foundation,
Charleston, SC, USA.
671990 Architectural Drawing Set, Margaretta Childs Archives at Historic Charleston Foundation,
Charleston, SC, USA.
681996 Architectural Drawing Set, Margaretta Childs Archives at Historic Charleston Foundation,
Charleston, SC, USA.
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prior to the investigation trial. The research and analysis has been translated into
a written descriptive report and is included in the final deliverables.

Figure 6. 4: 1870s archival drawing of the Nathaniel Russell House.
(Source: Margaretta Childs Archives, Historic Charleston Foundation) (For full set of drawing
refer Appendix G.1)
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Figure 6. 5: 1955 archival drawing of the Nathaniel Russell House.
(Source: Margaretta Childs Archives, Historic Charleston Foundation)(Appendix G.2)

Figure 6. 6:1990 archival drawing of the Nathaniel Russell House.
(Source: Margaretta Childs Archives, Historic Charleston Foundation)(Appendix G.3)
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Figure 6. 7: 1996 archival drawing of the Nathaniel Russell House.
(Source: Margaretta Childs Archives, Historic Charleston Foundation)(Appendix G.4)

The next step in this process involved exploring a graphic underlay to
assist in recording the investigation. The set of archival architectural drawings
were detailed and appropriate to be used as an underlay graphic to start the
investigation trial. Using the decision matrix in Table 5.3, the existing set of
orthographic drawings from 1996 was selected to be used as an underlay. To
ensure that the selected underlay was adequate for a selective dismantling type of
investigation, the decision matrix in Table 5.4 was referred and a combination of
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measured orthographic drawings and photographs was chosen as the format for
recording.
1. Data Collection & Processing

Figure 6. 8: Trial investigation with historic building specialist Mr. David Hoffman.
Mr. Hoffman who is the investigator is on the ladder with a fine cutting tool removing the first
layer of the building fabric and the author recording his observation. (Photo Courtesy: Katherine
Pemberton)

The next steps of the trial were conducted on March 6, 2019. Mr. David
Hoffman served as the investigator for this trial and the author was in charge of
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recording and documentation. The guideline recommends developing familiarity
with the site using Project Initiation Forms. The exterior and interior fabric of the
building was analyzed employing a rapid inspection approach and characteristic
architectural features were noted. Keeping the period of construction in mind, all
the common and atypical features of the building were noted while conducting
this inspection.
The analysis from the Project Initiation Forms pointed towards a few areas
that might indicate the phases of the building’s evolution and possible scope for
investigation. Since this is an on-going investigation project, the region for
conducting the trial was pre-determined by the principal investigation team. The
investigation team was interested in finding potential artifacts hidden in the
interstitial space of the fireplace in the first floor ceiling of the east room or
kitchen house of the outbuilding. The construction of the fireplace was also a
subject of interest. The exact intent and scope of the investigation was finalized
before proceeding with the actual investigation itself. A summary of the intent of
investigation has been included in the final deliverables.
The next step of this process was to undertake the investigation and record
the findings. The investigator, Mr. Hoffman is aware of the invasive nature of a
building archaeology project and recommends using a fine cutting tool so as to
control the impact and preserve the individual layers of a building’s fabric. He
also recommends starting with a small region, and progressing based on the
findings. A 13 inch x 13 inch region on the ceiling of the kitchen house fireplace
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was investigated and was recorded using the Investigation Log Form. All the
layers revealed henceforth were recorded using the Feature Log Form. Each layer
was photographed, measured, described and coded for post-investigation
analysis and for a visual and accurate record. The date and phase of each layer
based on initial observations was also noted. The nature of the investigation was
kept adaptive. During the investigation an arch-like feature was discovered and
the investigator speculated that such features were made of brick and were used
structurally for spanning fireplaces (Fig. 6.9). The investigator decided not to
disturb the feature and to reduce the region of investigation to a smaller area.
Subsequently, the original wooden framing and external brick wall was revealed
and the investigation was halted to allow analysis of the structure and to help
determine the next region of investigation. For the purpose of this thesis, this was
the last step of the trial.
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Figure 6. 9: Arch like architectural features revealed during trial investigation.
Photograph showing the first layers of building fabric found on site at the beginning of
investigation. See arch feature on the bottom right of the spot investigation. (Photo by author)
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Figure 6. 10: Architectural features revealed during trial investigation.
Photograph showing the layers of building fabric found on site mid-way during the investigation.
(Photo by author)
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Figure 6. 11: Original 1808 framing revealed during trial investigation.
Photograph showing the final layers of building fabric found on site at the end of investigation.
(Photo by author)

Field notes (Fig. 6.12, Appendix H.1) in the form of a sectional elevation of
all the layers revealed during the process was recorded using the drawing
conventions outlined in the proposed building archaeology guideline. The
drawing was also helpful in understanding the actual arrangement of the layers
and the location of various features for the post investigation analysis. All other
field notes were noted on the underlay drawings or photographs.
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Figure 6. 12: Field notes drawn on site

Using the field notes and data log forms the post investigation analysis was
undertaken. As suggested in the building archaeology guideline, the layers were
first recorded and were then placed in a matrix to understand the sequence of
construction. The design of the matrix was based on the rules and laws of Harris
Matrix. Once the sequence was deduced, they were entered into the Feature Log
forms. The matrix helped in clarifying certain doubts about the phases of
architectural evolution of the site. The matrix designed is flexible and additive,
and hence can be easily modified and revised based on new findings and analysis.
After understanding the sequence of construction, referring to the speculated
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dates of each layer and backed by analysis from documentary research, the
phases of building evolution were established.
The next step of this process involved developing interpretive drawings of
the investigation(Appendix H.3). Representing all the layers of a building’s
evolution was the most challenging aspect of the recording process. No one
solution was able to reasonably capture all the layers. This thesis lays out few
alternatives of interpretive drawings to represent all the layers of a building’s
evolution. All the alternatives are included and elaborated in the final
deliverables.
2. Data representation
The last step outlined in the building archaeology guideline involves a
complete set of the investigation as the final deliverable. The investigation trial
record set is as follows:
A. Written Descriptive Report
B. Project Initiation Forms - Exterior & Interior
C. Investigation and Feature Logs
D. Post Investigation Analysis
a. Matrix
b. Interpretive Drawings
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A. Written Descriptive Report
Nathaniel Russell House, National Historic Landmark
51 Meeting Street, Charleston, South Carolina
32.773889, -79.931389
Present

Owner/

Historic Charleston Foundation, 40 East Bay Street, Charleston, SC.

Occupant:
Present Use:

Historic House Museum, Educational

Significance:

Constructed in 1808 in a Neo-classical or Federal style, the property
was built by a wealthy Rhode Island merchant Nathaniel Russell. The
interior details of the main house are architecturally sophisticated
which makes it a nationally significant property. The surviving
outbuilding is mostly intact externally and retains its form, geometry
and characteristic features. Previous investigations revealed the original
1808 interior finishes beneath the twentieth century wall covering
which makes the house and the project significant and an excellent
resource for research and analysis.

Physical

The two story outbuilding is a 5 bay rectangular building with a central

Description:

staircase and two open rooms on either side. The exterior is exposed
brick with a Flemish bond pattern and high lime tuck pointing. The
building is well proportioned and the features are rectangular and
vertical, indicating a Federal style of architecture. The building has
closer bricks at the corners and around openings indicating excellent
craftsmanship. The interior on both the floor levels appear fairly new
with two fireplaces located in the center of each room. The lower two
rooms and the east room on the second floor are used as museum
spaces whereas the west room on the second floor is used as a museum
office space. The outbuilding has a gable end roof on the west and a
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hipped roof on the east; and the roofing material is slate. One of the
doors on the second floor level and the transom light openings on the
first floor level are speculated to be original to the building. Some of the
window sashes might have been modified and the paint analysis to
confirm that is underway.
History:

The outbuilding was built at the same time as the main house in 1808 to
house about 17 enslaved workers. The house and the property was
owned by a few families before it was purchased by Historic Charleston
Foundation in 1955 and opened as a house museum while the
outbuilding were used as office spaces and apartments at some point in
time. Little is known about the outbuildings but research and
investigation is underway.

Project Summary:

This investigative projects aims to analyze secondary spaces through
selective and informed demolition of the modern interior fabric.

Sources:

For background and history:
Stephenson, Tray and Kearse, Bernard, Nathaniel Russell House
National Register Nomination Form, (Columbia: South Carolina
Department of Archives, 1973)
http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/charleston/S10817710039/index.ht
m (Accessed: March 10, 2019)
For archival drawings:
The Margaretta Child’s Archives, Architectural Drawing Set of the
Nathaniel Russell House.
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B. Project Initiation Forms - Exterior
Overview:
Date:

03/06/2019

Investigator:

Name & Location

Hoffman, D
Nathaniel

Recorder:
Russell

Kamath, R

House,

51

Meeting

St.,

Charleston, SC.
Earliest known date

1808

Earliest known architectural style

Federal

List of Buildings on site

Main

(Example: Main Building, Hyphen, Out-

Addition

House,

Hyphen,

Outbuilding

&

Rear

building/s, In-fill/s)
Function of building under investigation

Outbuilding- Kitchen and Laundry

Form:
Basic geometry

Rectangular

Height & Number of story/s

2-story; 20-25 feet High

Roof profile& specify detail if any

Gable end roof on west façade, Hipped roof on

(Example: Exposed rafter tails)

east facade

Basement & Foundation

Raised Foundation with vents and 1 large opening
on south façade

Chimney:

2 located on the north façade, 4 visible flues

Number, location and visible number of flues
Other specific architectural feature

None

( Example: porch, piazza, portico, balcony)
Function:
Known primary use/function

Kitchen and Laundry

Bays and general layout

5 bays, single pile plan, 2 rooms on either side of
central stair
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Points of access to the building

2, one on west façade through rear addition and
one of south facade

Fabric:
Exterior material/s and pattern & style

Exposed Brick, English bond on all 3 façades

Window specification

North-Two 6/6 double hung sash windows with
brownstone sill and One square window
South- Two 9 /9 and Seven 6 /6 double hung sash
windows with jack arch window opening and
brownstone sill.
East- Attached to hyphen
West- One 6 /6 double hung sash windows with
jack arch window opening and brownstone sill.
And ghost mark of one window.

Door specification

Modern door with 5 light transom and jack arch
door opening.

Roof materials

Slate

Others
Notes:
1.

General notes/observations
 Various campaigns of mortar repair
 Inconsistency in brick bond pattern 2 feet above ground on the south façade
 Inconsistency in brick closures around corners and openings
 Window design is different on all façades

2. Sketch explaining and/or illustrating observations
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Figure 6. 13: Field notes taken on site marking the inconsistencies seen on the building.
3. Photographs:

Figure 6. 14: South exterior façade of the outbuilding.
(Photo by author)
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Figure 6. 15: North exterior façade of the outbuilding connected to the hyphen.
(Photo by author)

Figure 6. 16: Field notes demarcating the building under investigation and its relation to the other
buildings on site.
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B. Project Initiation Forms - Interior
Overview
Date:

03/06/2019

Investigator:

Name & Location

Hoffman, D
Nathaniel

Recorder:
Russell

Kamath, R

House,

51

Meeting

St.,

Charleston, SC.
Earliest known date

1808

Earliest known architectural style

Federal

List of Buildings on site

Main

(Example: Main Building, Hyphen, Out-

Addition

House,

Hyphen,

Outbuilding

&

Rear

building/s, In-fill/s)
Function of building under investigation

Outbuilding- Kitchen and Laundry

Form:
Room/s geometry

Square

Ceiling heights

9-10 Feet

Functionality of fireplace & mantel details

Non-functional fireplace, no mantel

Other

None

Function:
General layout

Central stair and two open rooms on either side;
one bathroom on the second floor.
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Spatial hierarchy showing room name/number (if
function not known), partitions, evident directly
additions and alterations ( rough sketch of the
plan)

Vertical circulation

Central single flight stair

Attic and roof framing

Not Accessible

General notes of interior finishes and furnishings

No furnishings only baseboards in all rooms

Fabric:
Wall finishes

Paint

Ceiling design and details

Paint with no design

Flooring details

Wooden floorboards

Window specifications

Wooden sill and frame

Door specifications

Design of doors on second floor appear older

Notes:
1.

General notes/observations
 6 feet fireplaces with brick floor and stone hearth- on the first floor
 4 feet coal burning fireplaces on the second floor
 Interior seems to be modern
 Some inconsistencies in the window sill pattern and design

2. Sketch best explaining and/or illustrating observations
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Figure 6. 17: Field notes marking the inconsistencies seen on the building.
3. Photographs

Figure 6. 18: Interior view of the outbuilding.
Photograph looking at the doorway with a missing door, but a transom light detail indicating a nineteenth
century architectural feature. (Photo by author)
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C. Investigation and Feature Logs
Investigation Reference Number: 001
Intent/Purpose of investigation: The main intent of investigating the outbuilding is to
learn about the lives of the enslaved persons who lived and worked in the outbuilding
through architectural investigation and material culture analysis. The focus of the trial
investigation was on the east room or Kitchen house fireplace. The investigation team
was aware that typically when fireplaces and chimneys were constructed, they were built
larger on the first floor level than on the second floor. In order to achieve a smaller
opening size from the first floor to the second floor, the fireplaces were tapered. As the
team had analyzed the construction of such fireplaces, they speculated that this detail in
fireplace construction creates a cavity on either side of the chimney which tends to
become pockets for artifact deposition mainly by rats.69 The intent of the investigative
project at the Nathaniel Russell House is to first investigate and confirm the presence of
such a construction detail and a cavity space on either side of the chimney; and second,
as encountered in the previous investigation campaigns, to look for any artifacts that
may have been deposited in such interstitial spaces which can be clues for
understanding the material culture of the secondary structures and lives of the enslaved
workers.

69McDonald,

Travis. "Rat Housing in Middle Virginia: The Diffusion of Everyday Life." Perspectives in
Vernacular Architecture 10 (2005): 169-84. http://www.jstor.org/stable/3514347; Historic Charleston
Foundation. “Looking into the Lives of the Enslaved at the Nathaniel Russell House.” (Blog), June 4,
2018. https://www.historiccharleston.org/blog/looking-lives-enslaved-nathaniel-russell-house/.
Accessed August 14, 2018.
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Investigation Log
Overview:
Date:

03/06/2019

Site Name:
Structure Name:

Investigator:
Nathaniel Russell House
(NRH)
Outbuilding, Probably
Kitchen

Hoffman, D

Recorder:

Site Number:

51M/NRH

Level:

First floor

Kamath, R

Sketch of Floor
Plan with grid
numbering (as
grid for records)

Investigation:
Grid Number:

51M/NRH/108

Feature
description:

Appears to be Dry wall and
plaster based on sound
from tapping

Location of
Investigation
Observation:

Observation
Description:

Matrix Number

Feature/ Surface
Name:
Investigation
Reference
Number:

(x) 3’6” from east wall

Fireplace- North wall
001

(y) 9’3 5/8”

Upon removal, the first layer was dry wall and plaster as anticipated and was
attached to the second layer by a wooden strip. The removal of this layer revealed
an arch like feature on the next layer which might be due to a typical brick
vaulting design detail used for spanning fireplaces.
The dry wall and plaster layer was made up of - paint, backing sheet, plaster and
backing sheet layers (in order) and is in 3/4th an inch in thickness.

1

General Notes:
 Due to the arch feature the physical extent of the investigation was reduced to a smaller
region.
 The fasteners might have been fixed using a machine air gun. (Photos Attached)
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Feature Log Forms:
Overview:
Date:
Site Name:

03/06/2019
NRH

Feature/ Surface
Name:
Investigation
Reference
Number:

Feature Location:
Feature
Description:

Investigator:

Fireplace- North wall

Hoffman, D
Site Number:

Recorder:
51M/NRH

Kamath, R

Grid Number:

51M/NRH/108

001

(x) 2” from wall

(y)

(d/layer thickness) 6/8th of an
inch
3 Yellow Pine gauged dimensional lumber secured to the ceiling with fasteners
spaces 2 inches apart.

Stratigraphic Matrix:
Stratigraphic Unit Value:

2

Physically Under:

6&7

5

Physically Above:

1

Correlated with :

to be done with matrices from other investigations

4

3

1

Interpretation:
Photograph:

Interpretation:

Reference/Analysis:

The layer is a furring
strip and was added
during the recent
modification of the
interior arrangement
and to add conduits
for light fixtures.

The strip has no
patina/aging indicating
a recent addition.

Phase (pre
matrix):
4th

Period (pre
matrix):
Twenty first
century/

Phase (post
matrix):

Period (post
matrix):

4th

2013

Notes:
 Upon removal of the pine wooden strip and close observation of the nail fasteners it was
concluded that they were screwed using a machine air gun.
 The next layer appears to be plaster with paint. The extent of investigation was reduced to a
smaller area in order to investigate the construction of the arch like feature.
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Feature Log
Overview:
Date:
Site Name:

03/06/2019
NRH

Feature/ Surface
Name:
Investigation
Reference
Number:
Feature Location:
Feature
Description:

Investigator:

Fireplace- North wall

Hoffman, D
Site Number:

Recorder:
51M/NRH

Kamath, R

Grid Number:

51M/NRH/108

001

(x)

(y)

(d/layer thickness) 2/8th of an
inch
Very thin plaster with a white paint finish. Plaster attached to the next layer using
a blue binder fiberglass mesh.

Stratigraphic Matrix:
Stratigraphic Unit Value:

3

Physically Under:

9

6&7

Physically Above:

1

2

Correlated with :

to be done with matrices from other investigations

5

4

Interpretation:
Photograph:

Interpretation:

Reference/Analysis:

The layer was added
in 1990 when the
HVAC system was
installed.

The layer has a blue
fiberglass mesh which
came into use only after
the 1980s.

Phase (pre
matrix):
3rd

Period (pre
matrix):
Post 1980s

Phase (post
matrix):

Period (post
matrix):

3rd

1990

Notes:
There is a distinct surface between this paint and plaster campaign and the following layer.
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Feature Log
Overview:
Date:
Site Name:

03/06/2019
NRH

Investigator:

Grid Name:
Investigation
Reference
Number:

Fireplace- North wall
001

Feature Location:

(x)

Feature
Description:

Hoffman, D
Site Number:

Recorder:
51M/NRH

Kamath, R

Grid Number:

51M/NRH/108

(y)

(d/layer thickness) 6/8th an
inch
Thick and hard layer of plaster finish. Layer composition (in sequence)- wooden
lath, expanded iron lath- Portland cement- plaster scratch coat- plaster finished
coat – green colored paint.

Stratigraphic Matrix:
Stratigraphic Unit Value:

4

Physically Under:

9

7

6

Physically Above:

1

2

3

Correlated with :

to be done with matrices from other
investigations

5

6

7

Interpretation:
Photograph:

Interpretation:

Reference/Analysis:

This layer was
added during the
2nd phase of
building evolution
after HCF
purchased the
property.

Expanded iron lath was
used after 1920s and
the first known and
recorded building
remodeling
intervention was
undertaken in 1955.

Phase (pre
matrix):
2nd

Period (pre
matrix):
Post 1920

Phase (post
matrix):

Period (post
matrix):

2nd

1955

Notes:

 Green color paint seen in other wall investigation. Interesting to see ceiling and wall (investigated
during a previous investigation) have the same paint color.
 Iron
lath
was
rusted
which
indicated
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water

intrusion

issues.

Feature Log
Overview:
Date:
Site Name:

03/06/2019
NRH

Investigator:

Hoffman, D
Site Number:

Recorder:
51M/NRH

Kamath, R

Grid Number:

51M/NRH/108

Grid Name:
Investigation
Reference
Number:

Fireplace- North wall
001

Feature Location:
Feature
Description:

(x)
(y)
(d/layer thickness)
Wooden framing- (10” X 2 ½ “) Floor Joist with mortise to receive tenons from
trimmer joist supporting the fireplace on the second floor.

Stratigraphic Matrix:
Stratigraphic Unit Value:

5

Physically Under:

10

9

Physically Above:

1&2

3

Correlated with :

to be done with matrices from other
investigations

4

8

8

9

Interpretation:
Photograph:

Interpretation:

Reference/Analysis:

This indicates it is
original to the
structure

The joists and other
wooden members
have a rich patina.

Phase (pre
matrix):
1st / original

Period (pre
matrix):
1808

Phase (post
matrix):

Period
(post
matrix):
1808

1st / original

Notes:

 2” X 2 ½” tenons from an adjoining trimmer beam are used to support the fireplace. There is no
brick vault and the arch like feature was a later addition.
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Feature Log
Overview:
Date:
Site Name:

03/06/2019
NRH

Investigator:

Grid Name:
Investigation
Reference
Number:

Fireplace- North wall
001

Feature Location:
Feature
Description:

(x)
Wooden board

Hoffman, D
Site Number:

Recorder:
51M/NRH

Grid Number:

51M/NRH/108

(y)

Kamath, R

(d/layer thickness) 1 inch

Stratigraphic Matrix:
Stratigraphic Unit Value:

6

Physically Under:

7

Physically Above:

3

Correlated with :

to be done with matrices from other
investigations

4

8
4

7

Interpretation:
Photograph:

Interpretation:

Reference/Analysis:

Appears to be
added to address a
level difference
issue in the ceiling
to receive the
wooden lath layer
(4)

Notes:
 This feature was located only on the east side of the investigation area.
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Phase (pre
matrix):
2nd

Phase (post
matrix):
2nd

Period
(pre
matrix):
Post 1900s

Period
(post
matrix):

Feature Log
Overview:
Date:
Site Name:

03/06/2019
NRH

Investigator:

Hoffman, D
Site Number:

Recorder:
51M/NRH

Kamath, R

Grid Number:

51M/NRH/108

Grid Name:
Investigation
Reference
Number:

Fireplace- North wall
001

Feature Location:
Feature
Description:

(x)
(y)
(d/layer thickness)
Dimensional lumber. Wooden studs (2” X 3 6/8”, 9” high) used as suspenders.

Stratigraphic Matrix:
Stratigraphic Unit Value:

7

Physically Under:

10

9

Physically Above:

3

4

Correlated with :

to be done with matrices from other
investigations

6

8

4

6

Interpretation:
Photograph:

Interpretation:

Reference/Analysis:

Suspenders used to
support the lath to
probably fix a level
difference issue.
Probably to support
the weight of the
heavy and tough
Portland cement
plaster.

The grain on the studs
seems to date it to post
1900s. A water stain on
the studs indicates a
certain short age to the
addition.

Phase (pre
matrix):
2nd

Period (pre
matrix):
Post 1900s.

Phase (post
matrix):

Period (post
matrix):

2nd

Notes:

 Water stain on the studs indicates water intrusion issues.
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Feature Log
Overview:
Date:
Site Name:

03/06/2019
NRH

Investigator:

Hoffman, D
Site Number:

Recorder:
51M/NRH

Grid Number:

51M/NRH/108

Grid Name:
Investigation
Reference
Number:

Fireplace- North wall
001

Feature Location:
Feature
Description:

(x)
(y)
Unfinished brick masonry wall- Flemish bond

Kamath, R

(d/layer thickness)

Stratigraphic Matrix:
Stratigraphic Unit Value:

8

Physically Under:

9

10

7

6

5

9

Physically Above:
Correlated with :

to be done with matrices from other
investigations

Interpretation:
Photograph:

Interpretation:

Reference/Analysis:

Original building
fabric.

Bond pattern same as
exterior, bedding
mortar is seems
undisturbed.

Phase (pre
matrix):
1st

Period (pre
matrix):
1808

Phase (post
matrix):

Period (post
matrix):

1st

1808

Notes:

 The pocket between two joints and wall seem undisturbed with a layer of dirt and debris
indicating possibility of artifacts being deposited here.
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Feature Log
Overview:
Date:
Site Name:

03/06/2019
NRH

Investigator:

Hoffman, D
Site Number:

Recorder:
51M/NRH

Kamath, R

Grid Number:

51M/NRH/108

Grid Name:
Investigation
Reference
Number:

Fireplace- North wall
001

Feature Location:
Feature
Description:

(x)
(y)
(d/layer thickness) 1 inch
Wooden floor boards of varying thickness with a white colored wash are fixed to
the joists below with hand wrought rose head nails.

Stratigraphic Matrix:
Stratigraphic Unit Value:

9

Physically Under:

10

Physically Above:

5

Correlated with :

to be done with matrices from other investigations

7

8

Interpretation:
Photograph:

Interpretation:

Reference/Analysis:

Phase (pre
matrix):

This indicates
it is original to
the structure.

The joists and the
underside of the wooden
floorboards have similar
patina.
Rose head nails were used
until the nineteenth
century.

1st / original

Phase (post
matrix):
1st / original

Notes:

 The white wash on the boards is unusual and requires material analysis.
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Period
(pre
matrix):
1808

Period
(post
matrix):
1808

Feature Log
Overview:
Date:
Site Name:

03/06/2019
NRH

Investigator:

Grid Name:
Investigation
Reference
Number:

Fireplace- North wall
001

Feature Location:

(x)

Feature
Description:

Hoffman, D
Site Number:

Recorder:
51M/NRH

Kamath, R

Grid Number:

51M/NRH/108

(y)

(d/layer thickness) 6/8th of an
inch
Standard gauged wooden floor boards joined by tongue and groove detail and
secured to floorboard using wire nails.

Stratigraphic Matrix:
Stratigraphic Unit Value:

10

Physically Under:
Physically Above:

5

7

8

Correlated with :

to be done with matrices from other investigations

9

Interpretation:
Photograph:

Interpretation:

Reference/Analysis:

The floor boards
were added
during the first
major
remodeling
campaign.

Wire nails used to fix the
boards date them to a post
1920 time period; the floor
boards show a certain wear
and tear adding another 50
years to their age. Modern
Wire nails come into use in
America after the 1850s
and are still used.

Notes:
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Phase (pre
matrix):
2nd

Phase (post
matrix):
2nd

Period (pre
matrix):
Post 1920;
between
1950-2000
Period
(post
matrix):
Most likely
1955

D. Post Investigation Analysis:
a. Matrix

b. Interpretive Drawings
1. A two-dimensional sectional elevation
2. A three-dimensional sketch
3. A two-dimensional reflected ceiling plan using the concept of sciography
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Not to scale
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Evaluation of the building archaeology guideline
The last component of this thesis involves an evaluation of the success and
feasibility of the proposed building archaeology guideline. The author of this
thesis conducted this evaluation to judge if the guideline was helpful to an
investigator and a recorder for collecting and processing data. A significant
amount of the evaluation is based on a conversation with the investigator Mr.
David Hoffman. During the process of the investigation Mr. Hoffman shared his
insights into the concept, process, benefits and limitations of a building
archaeology project. His insights were noted and were used for evaluating the
proposed guideline. This step was also aimed to evaluate the quality of
interpretive drawings developed using the hybrid drawing conventions
mentioned in the previous chapter.
An evaluation of the Data Collection and Processing and the Data
Representation stages of the proposed guideline are elaborated as follows:

Data Collection & Processing
1. Project Initiation Forms- Exterior and Interior
One of the first steps of data collection involves exploring existing graphic
underlays to give an early start to the investigation. An existing architectural
drawing set was used for the trial, and it was helpful in saving time on site. Also,
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the decision matrices in the proposed guideline were a beneficial tool in ensuring
that the recording format justifies the nature of the project.
Project Initiation Forms were easy to use and directed the investigator
towards specific investigation questions about the evolution of the building. For
example, while noting the exterior window specifications, it was observed that the
window on the north façade did not have the same details as the window on the
south. The closer bricks used to frame the openings on the south window were
also missing from the window on the north facade. This led the investigator to
speculate that the window on the north façade was a later addition. During
interior inspection it was noted that the two windows had different sills. This
speculation was confirmed by the 1870s architectural drawing which did not
indicate the presence of the window in the said location. Similar inconsistencies
were noted during this stage. It should be noted that building archaeology
investigation projects are fast-paced and hence the investigator needs to be
certain of the area of investigation. The Project Initiation Forms accomplishes in
directing the investigator to be very specific in this regard.
2. Investigation and Feature Log Forms
The Investigation and Feature Log Forms were easy to use and prompted
very specific questions about the layers revealed during the investigation. It
should be noted that in the case of the Nathaniel Russell House which is a house
museum and is heavily focused on research; such projects have the scope to halt
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the process midway, analyze the findings with other historic building specialists
and then proceed with the investigation. But in cases where time and funds are a
critical factor in supporting a recording of the investigation, like in the case of a
private ownership, pausing during an investigation might not always be possible.
This reinforces the significance of the proposal put forth through this thesis, that
devising a system for a meticulous recording of building archaeology
investigation is crucial. The forms allow one to record and make initial
interpretations regarding the materials even if the exact interpretation is
unknown. This creates a record of the layers under time constraints and to have a
record even if the fabric is to be lost allowing scope for future research.
Noting the physical dimensions of each layer and feature was beneficial in
making sectional elevations and interpretive drawings. While a majority of the
prompts in the form were beneficial in recording the layers, certain elements of
the forms delayed the investigation. For example, recording the exact “x” and “y”
location of each layer or feature was time consuming and was sometimes not
relevant in the analysis. It is also important to note that unlike archaeological
excavations, architectural investigations are faster as the layers on an
archaeological site are relatively thicker and allow for slow recording. In case of
building archaeology, the layers are relatively thin and do not require much time
to be removed but the current design of the Feature Log Form required more
time for recording.
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The proposed building archaeology recording guideline makes use of four
main types of data log sheets to record an investigation. Out of these the Feature
log form amounts for a large number of data sheets which could be a tedious task
for investigators. Yet it provides an accurate, quick and easy to read snapshots of
the layers to the investigator and also to future researchers.
3. Field Notes
This stage allowed the recorder to draw a proportionate sketch of the
layers discovered during the investigation. This sketch served as a graphic
reference during the post investigation analysis phase. The log forms recorded
detailed information of each layer and the hand-drawn field notes were
annotated with notes and observations, creating a sufficient set of data for
generating interpretive drawings. Drawing a proportionate and annotated sketch
also saved time on site during the investigation.
4. Post Investigation Analysis
This step was critical in looking at the overview of the project and to
analyze the findings. This stage helped in shifting the focus from recording data
to interpreting and understanding the nature of the layers and their contributions
to the architectural evolution and spatial patterning. During the process of
investigation each layer or architectural feature revealed was given a numeric
code immaterial of its position in the sequence of construction. The first step in
the analysis stage involves creating a matrix based on the unique code. The layout
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of the matrix was based on the initial date and phase interpretation noted on the
feature record sheets during the investigation. The matrix is also based on
thorough understanding of building construction. The codes are easy to use and
can even assist an analyst who may not be present on the site during the
investigation to develop the matrix. The flexible and adaptable nature of the
matrix allows modifications to be made with much ease.
Most importantly, the matrix is additive in nature. The benefit of this
feature can be explained with the following example: During the investigation a
paint color on one of the layer was found to be similar to a paint color seen on
other investigation spots. Interpretations from their paint analysis can be
conveniently be added to the matrix. This can improve the understanding of the
building’s

evolution

by

superimposing

multiple

tools

of

architectural

investigation.

Data representation
Interpretive Drawings:
The investigation trial was a preliminary test to evaluate the quality of the
interpretive drawings. The drawing conventions suggested in the proposed
building archaeology guideline attempts to capture various conditions in which
the architectural fabric may be revealed during an investigation. The spot of the
trial however did not have all these conditions. Also, the physical extent of the
trial investigation was limited to 13 inch x 13 inch. Keeping this in mind, the
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interpretive drawings representing the trial had varied outcomes. All three
graphic formats, namely two-dimensional sectional elevation, three-dimensional
view and two-dimensional layered drawing applying the concept of sciography
were evaluated.
Of the three formats (Appendix H.3), the two-dimensional sectional
elevation was clear, concise, legible, successfully depicted the structure of the the
layers and provided material specifics. This graphic format is one that is best
interpreted by a specific audience who are familiar with technical architectural
drawings. Overall this graphic format conveyed the interpretive analysis but
would not necessarily be readable to users with a diverse background. The second
alternative, three-dimensional view was found to be the most effective format.
The view was able to convey the sequential layering and other material specifics
of the layers in a graphically appealing format. The format was successful in
portraying a clear idea of the layers to a diverse audience. Three-dimensional
drawings could be in the form of proportionate hand-drawn sketches or drawings
generated using modeling softwares. The last alternative, two-dimensional
layered drawing that uses the concept of sciography resulted in a complex
illustration. The graphic was not easily comprehendible to an audience without
prior understanding of the concept used to develop the drawing.
The scope of investigation was small however the trial did accomplish a
first attempt in illustrating the various layers and phases of the building’s
evolution using architectural drawings as compared to the cursory techniques of
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color codes seen in the published literature. The drawings were also able to look
into the details of spatial patterning as compared to focusing only on the broad
patterns of architectural evolution. Also the illustrations were successful in
representing the layers and features in more than one dimension, by making use
of annotations. The drawings attempted to represent architectural interpretation
in the most reasonable way. This feature of the proposed guideline requires more
research and trials to formulate a standardized drawing convention. In
conclusion the sectional elevation (Appendix H.3) and the three-dimensional
sketch (Appendix H.3) were found to convey the layers and sequence of
construction more effectively and were appealing to a diverse audience as
compared to the orthographic projection using the concept of sciography. Also
since these two formats of drawings have been used in the past to portray
buildings, hence they were more receptive and comprehendible as compared to
newer format.
The following table summarizes the evaluation of each of the
predetermined parameters that were used to define the intent and expectation
from the proposed building archaeology guideline.
Criteria

Intent

Audience

Expectation
To encourage systematic,
interpretive, accurate and
holistic recording of a
building
archaeology
investigation.
Selective combination of
General & Professionals
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Evaluation
Yes

Yes

Coherence

Yes

Yes
Selective

and

informed

Approach (Destructive v/s Non-

destruction of the building

Destructive)

fabric,

adhering

Yes

to

preservation ethics.
Micro, localized to the spot

Scale (Micro or Macro)

Micro & Macro

Accuracy (Low-Medium-High)

High

High

Data collection (drawing, notes,

Notes, sketch, photographs,

Yes

photographs)

data logs

of investigation.

Time spent on and off site
Combination of on-site and
remote.
Data Processing (On-site v/s
Remote)

Post investigation analysis
can be done remotely based
on the data collected on site.

was almost equal as most of
the

(Low-Medium-High)

during

Yes
Low- Medium

Use of specific

Yes

tools on site
(LowReliance
Technology

on

Low- Medium

MediumHigh)
Graphic
representation
(Low-

Low-Medium. Although the
use of latest software and
technology
to
achieve
interpretive recording is
highly encouraged.
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and

interpretation was recorded

itself.
Graphic Standards Prescription

analysis

Yes

the

investigation

MediumHigh)
Final

Drawing

deliverables

Photographs

(Degree

Yes

High
High

Yes

of

Emphasis
Low-Medium-

Yes

Written report

Low

High)
Table 6. 1: Evaluation of the predetermined parameters of the proposed building archaeology
guideline.

Overall, the proposed building archaeology guideline was found to be
effective in recording and documenting all the layers discovered during a building
archaeology investigation. The guideline also allowed a systematic recording of
the layers and also the process of investigation. This concludes the trial and
evaluation of the proposed building archaeology guideline.
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CONCLUSION
Building archaeology as a concept of applying archaeological excavation
techniques to architectural investigations is very progressive. In spite of being a
field that has rigorously and formally pursued investigation and interpretation of
historic buildings since the early twentieth century, the concept has not seen
transformative development in its techniques of recordation. Historic building
specialists have undertaken a building archaeology approach for analyzing a
building’s architectural evolution for various purposes, yet there is limited
scholarly literature published on this subject. Additionally, the literature is still in
a cursory and theoretical stage, and lacks ideas of practical application. This gap
in recording historic structures indicates that the consideration of building
archaeology as a mainstream field of investigating historic structures is a missed
opportunity. This thesis has addressed this gap by formulating a guideline to
record the process of a building archaeology investigation.
Through a combination of architectural and archaeological recording
techniques a new recording guideline was developed. Taking inspiration from
archaeological recording systems, the guideline makes use of pre-designed forms
for logging data, noting interpretation and sequentially organizing the layers of a
building’s physical fabric. By reflecting on critical insights provided by historic
building specialists who analyze historic structures, the guideline was able to
include practical features for investigating the structures. The resulting guideline
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outlines a three-staged process to record and represent the findings from a
building archaeology investigation through interpretive drawings. The proposed
guideline can assist building archaeologists and building analysts in creating a
systematic and interpretive record of an invasive investigation process.
The proposed guideline promotes the application of the archaeological
concept of assigning stratigraphic unit values or codes to architectural features.
The integration of this concept in the proposed guideline ensures continuity in
the process of investigation unaffected by change in specialists involved, change
in the methods of investigation, or a shift in the intent of investigation. To
evaluate the guideline a trial was undertaken in the outbuilding at the Nathaniel
Russell House. Implementing the stages outlined in the proposed guideline, the
recording successfully achieved a holistic record of the investigation.
Graphic representation is an aspect of this technique of investigation that
required an innovative approach. This thesis provides three alternatives to
convey interpretations using a hybrid of drawing conventions outlined by HABS
and Historic England. Using these hybrid drawing conventions two-dimensional
and three-dimensional drawings were developed to evaluate which format
successfully conveys the findings. In this preliminary trial the three-dimensional
drawing effectively portrayed the interior patterning seen during investigation.
This thesis does not suggest one specific solution to graphically illustrate
architectural interpretation; it is an aspect of the proposed building archaeology
guideline that requires additional research and creative solutions. It does provide
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a starting point for further research and improvisation. HABS is the primary
preservation organization ensuring standardized records of historic structures in
America. Their collection of architectural drawings is a source of reference and
inspiration for scholars and researchers across the globe. And even though the
concept of interpretive drawings is highly encouraged by HABS, an alternative
graphic convention that inculcates a user-friendly system for historic building
specialists to represent interpretive data could be developed. This reinforces the
significance of developing a graphic standard that reflects the process of
architectural investigation.
One of the outputs from this recording was a substantial graphic dataset of
the layers, architectural features and process of investigation in the form of
photographs and data sheets. The dataset developed due to the design of the
building archaeology guideline has multiple spheres of application for historic
building specialists. The resulting dataset was resourceful and beneficial in
developing interpretive drawings and graphic illustrations that attempted to
represent all the layers in a single graphic platform. These drawings can be used
to develop museum exhibits that convey the architectural evolution of a building
to museum visitors in a visual manner. Similarly, recording the process through
stage-wise photographs can help in superimposing the photographs to create a
time-lapse video of the investigation. Historic buildings are seldom restored to a
time period or are refurbished to suit style and taste of current owners. In this
case, the dataset can be used to develop three-dimensional models to recreate
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visuals that may not be visible in the building’s final state. This technique could
also be used for an interactive and educative museum exhibit wherein visitors
could peel back subsequent layers to reveal the original form of constructions.
Importantly, the dataset has potential to be used in the future for reconstructing
historic and modern materials if needed. In case the site is inadvertently
damaged, the visuals and descriptions can be used to reconstruct the site using
building modeling softwares and can also be used as a base model to create a
virtual reality experience for museum visitors. In case the site is to be
reconstructed physically, the details of each layer can be used to recreate
architectural layers of the building.
One of the limitations of the proposed guideline is that it could not address
is a limited time based system of recording data on-site. This slow-paced
recording of the entire investigation works in contrast to the fast-paced nature of
building construction sites. This is another aspect of the proposed building
archaeology guideline which has the potential to be improvised in order to ensure
standardized and practical applications of the guideline that is independent of the
nature of the project and time available on site for investigation. An additional
array of further research could be invested in developing a digital system of
collecting data and also designing a data management system which allows
researchers to transfer and share the data collected. Architect’s and building
contracts use various systems of efficiently managing large volumes of data to
ensure ease in maintaining and managing a property. Similar concepts can be
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applied to the data collected through the building archaeology guideline and
serve as an essential component in planning future investigations and identifying
preservation issues through a careful observation of the layers of building’s
fabric.
This thesis highlights the significance of revisiting the concept of building
archaeology and creating a systematic recording process for building archaeology
investigation projects. By providing a concrete solution to record architectural
investigations, this thesis serves as a starting point for future researches to
improvise and develop effective and time sensitive systems for data collection. In
conclusion, the combination of architectural and archaeological recording
systems ensured a descriptive, analytical and visual record of each layer
encountered during investigation. In the form of a building archaeology guideline
this thesis lays out a systematic format to ensure holistic and accurate data
collection, processing and representation of the findings of a building
archaeology investigation. This affirmatively answers the thesis question if a
hybrid of two distinct recording techniques such as architecture and archaeology
can effectively capture multi-layered history and a building’s evolution.
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A. Interview consent forms
Mr. Edward Chappell
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Dr. Brent Fortenberry
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Mr. David Hoffman
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B. Archaeology recording sheets
1. NEVIS Heritage Project
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2. Harris Matrix
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C. Architecture drawing conventions
1. Historic England
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2. HABS
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D. Draft and Final layout of data log forms
Draft 1 - Project Initiation- Exterior
Overview:
Date:

Investigator:

Name & Location
Earliest known date
Earliest known architectural style

FORM – FUNCTION - FABRIC
Form:
Basic geometry
Height & Number of story/s
Roof profile & specify detail if any
(Example: Exposed rafter tails)
Basement & Foundation
Chimney:
Number, location and visible number of
flues
Other specific architectural feature
( Example: porch, piazza, portico, balcony)

Function: Known primary use/function
Main building
Hyphen
Additions/ In-fills
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Recorder:

Foundation
Out building/s
Bays and general layout
Points of access to the building/set of
buildings

Fabric:
Exterior material/s and pattern & style
Window specification
Door specification
Roof materials

1. General notes/observations
2. Sketch best explaining and/or illustrating observations
3. Photographs
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Draft 1 - Project Initiation- Interior
Overview:
Date:

Investigator:

Name & Location
Earliest known date
Earliest known architectural style

FORM – FUNCTION - FABRIC
Form:
Room geometry
Door specifications
Window specification
Ceiling heights

Function: Known primary use/function
General layout and spatial hierarchy
showing room name/number (if function
not known), partitions, evident directly
additions and alterations
Nature of additions and hyphens
Vertical circulation
Attic and roof framing
Basement and foundation
General notes of interior finishes and
furnishings
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Recorder:

Fabric:
Location of fireplace & mantel details
Wall covering
Ceiling design and details
Flooring details

1. General notes/observations
2. Sketch best explaining and/or illustrating observations
3. Photographs
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Final-Project Initiation Form- Exterior
Overview:
Date:

Investigator:

Earliest known date
Earliest known architectural style
List of Buildings on site
Function of building under
investigation (Example: Main
Building, Hyphen, Out-building/s, Infill/s)
Form:
Basic geometry
Height & Number of story/s
Roof profile& specify detail if
any(Example: Exposed rafter tails)
Basement & Foundation
Chimney: location and visible number
of flues
Other specific architectural feature
(Example: porch, piazza, portico,
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Recorder:

balcony)
Function:
Known primary use/function
Bays and general layout
Points of access to the building
Fabric:
Exterior material/s and pattern & style
Window specification
Door specification
Roof materials
Others
Notes:
5. General notes/observations
6. Sketch explaining and/or illustrating observations
7. Photographs
8. Sketch of site plan which highlights building under investigation
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Final-Project Initiation Form- Interior
Overview
Date:

Investigator:

Earliest known date
Earliest known architectural style
List of Buildings on site
Function of building under
investigation (Example: Main
Building, Hyphen, Out-building/s, Infill/s)
Form:
Room/s geometry
Ceiling heights
Functionality of fireplace & mantel
details
Other
Function:
General layout
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Recorder:

Spatial hierarchy showing room
name/number (if function not known),
partitions, evident directly additions
and alterations ( rough sketch of the
plan)

Vertical circulation
Attic and roof framing
General notes of interior finishes and
furnishings
Fabric:
Wall finishes
Ceiling design and details
Flooring details
Window specifications
Door specifications
Notes:
4. General notes/observations
5. Sketch best explaining and/or illustrating observations
6. Photographs
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E. Interpretive drawing reference
Carter, Thomas. “Studying The Unstudied: Utah Drawings From The Western
Regional Architecture Program Collection, University of Utah, 1982-2016” In
Utah Historical Quarterly, Winter 2017, Vol. 85, No. 1, Utah, 2017
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Conjectural reconstruction of the Baths of Agrippa, Rome (c. 1550) by Andrea Palladio
(1508-1580), RIBA Library Drawings Collection
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F. Interpretive drawings – building archaeology guideline
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177

178

179

G. The Nathaniel Russell House archival drawing set
1. 1840

2.

180

181

3. 1955

182

183

184

4. 1990

185

186

5. 1996

187

188

189

190

H. Investigation trial
1. Field notes

191

192

193

194

195

2. Interpretive drawings

196

197

198

199

3. Layer dataset

200

201

202

203

204

205
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